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FORCED DOWN IN STORM

TUESDAY

THE BLACK CAT
By The Roving Reporter

The Coast Guard cutter, Snoho
1 The First National Bank of I
mish, brought Army veteran Ken
neth York of Vinalhaven to Rock
Rockland and the Knox County I
land yesterday afternoon in an
••■ ■•
Trust Company held their annual j
emergency run requested by Dr.
Explaining various phases of the partment with necessary funds with meetings this forenoon, and both
Alarming rumors concerning a soft snow helped blanket the forced Ralph Earle who had ordered the
fisheries laws which require smelt Which to conduct a long term, of those well managed institutions
plane in distress over Beech Hill at landing.
mans immediate hospitalization at
fishermen to obtain a $3 license. Sea practical program of research, con- stood pat on their lists of officers,
the height of last night’s storm
The planes, NC 9219H, will be Togus. A Veterans hospital ambu
servation, propagation and market- . Stockholders of the Trust Com.
were borne out with the discovery tow-ed to Rockland after the wings lance was waiting when the cutter
that the plane, a Navy B.T., pri have been removed, then re-assem- (docked at the Coast Guard base at
Pany expressed pleasure at the revately owned, had made a forced bled and take off from a local field 2 45 and left immediately for ToRecently the department assigned port uhmitted. The following offilanding in the field of the Milford
a biologist to conduct studies of mera were elected8
• • • .
Bus, with York who was brought
the smelt resources cf the State and
„
e eiecieo
Keene farm on the Simonton Cor First information of the accident ! ashore in a basket stretcher and
according to Reed it is painfully I Herbert. C. Newbegin President,
ner Camden road.
Fortunately was given by Maynard Metcalf of I transferred to the ambulance cot
surprising to discover how little I Elmer B. Crockett—Vice Presineither of its occupants was in Beech Hill, who called the Penob- b-v Dr Earle and the ambulance atMaine knows about its great $75,- dent.
jured and the plane itself was not scot Plying Service about 4.30 last jtendant.
000.000 annual fisheries resources.
seriously damaged.
Morris B. Perry—Vice President.
night. He reported that a small L York
a veteran of the 367th
“If W’e are to progress we must Harold S. Davis—Vice President.
Interviewed by a Courier-Gazette low-winged silver plane in evident Port Battalion and saw service at
keep up with changing conditions Lendon C. Jackson, Jr..—Treareporter Pilot Kenneth Blakeley of distress, nearly crashed into Beech Casablanca, Sicily Italy and in
and that cannot be done by hiding ’ surer,
Wellfleet, Mass., with his passen Hill, coming in out of the West, France. He was injured at Mar
our heads in a bag and racing air- I Leon
W.
ger, Richard James of the same barely missing the tree tops, with seilles and was removed to Walter
Sanborn—Assistant
planes with a horse and buggy," iTreasurer.
town, stated that he left Yarmouth, a visibility estimated at 300 feet. Rped Hospital where he was until
N. S. around 3 p. m. bound for Port The plane's engine was missing fire discharge in April, 1947. He has re
Reed commented.
j Branch Managers—Harold S. Da.
John Barrymore was out walking
Further discussing smelts Reed , vis, Camden; Doris M Payson,
land, but that at 4.30, when over and it continued toward the Bay, cently been a patient at Togue and one afternoon when he met a no
Sumner Sewall
said that in several areas along union; Leon W. Sanborn, VinalBeech Hill, he found his selective hidden in the mist.
was at the home of his sister, Mrs. 'torious snob. The snob greeted him
the Maine coast the resource ws 'haven.
What promises tc. be the season’s valve, which would take fuel from a
.......... Herbert MacDonald, when he was heartily. "Good afternoon, BarryArthur.................
Harjula,...at................
the Penobscot
practically destroyed and that his I Directors—Charles H Berry, H. C. feature meeting of the Baptist second tank, was frozen and his field, immediately called the Ash stricken. His mother, Mrs. Winnie more,’’ he cried. “You are positivedepartment did not intend to take Newbegin. Putnam P. Bicknell, Moronly course was to land at once.
Point field and asked Manager Jack Murch. is a resident of Portland ly the only person I've met today
this as a matter of fact and ignore 1 ris B Perry j c Creighton Knott Men’s League, takes place Thursday
Visibility was very low and he Dodge to light the landing strips while hp has teen training under .worth stopping to speak to.”
night
when
the
guest
speaker
will
it. ‘“If our biologist can discover c. Rankin. Elmer B. Crockett,
barely cleared Beech Hill in a vain for an emergency landing. No the GI Bill In mechanical dentistry. | "Really’" rejoined Barrymore,
how to bring these schools back we Charles E. Starrett Alfred C. Hock- be former Gov. Sumner Sewall, who attempt to land on Chickawaukie plane came into either of the fields.’11 Lewiston.
|"Then you're more fortunate than
are going to do so."
iing, George Thomas, A. C. McLoon, will relate incidents of his stay in Lake He then continued on to the for the obvious reason that it was 1 Dr Earle did not reveal the na- I. ’—Boston Globe Man’s Daily
Ma ne fisheries are too big and Arthur K. Walker.
jture of the man’s illness other Story.
Germany, where he served two expanse of the Keene farm where already down
too important to be treated as a
than to inform Coast Guard that
Ouch!
First National Rank
years as military governor of the
God given resource that cannot be
he was seriously ill and needed
Directors for the ensuing year State of Wurttemburg-Baden.
destroyed and a progressive fisher
immediate treatment. His sister
Gov. Sewall’s engaging person
Are the Baptists getting giddy?
ies department Ls needed to protect were elected as follows: Fred A.
stated that he was at her home
Carter, Kennedy Crane, Joseph ality and forcefulness as a speaker
Com’r Richard E. Reed
and improve them," he stated.
following release from Togas a very Tlie Butler clock, located in the
Emery, Edward F. Glover, Harold S. promise a fruitful evening.
steeple ol the First Baptist Church
Judge Dwinal Found For City Arranges To Turn the short time ago
Leach Joseph W. Robinson, Wil
and Shore Fisheries Commissioner
Many of the members are invit
was 10 minutes fast yesterday. Or
Studley
In
Parking
Case
liam
Sansom,
William
D.
Talbot.
ing
guests
for
this
important
oc

dinarily it has been about 10
Property
Over
To
Jack
Dick Reed told the Courier-Ga
At
their
meeting
held
immediately
minutes
slow.
casion.
zette that reports of legislation be
Judge Zelma Dwinal, in MuniciDodge
after that of the stockholders, the
I Pal Court Tuesday morning, gave
ing directly aimed at that ^vpe of Maine Republicans Will Meet Directors elected officers as follows:
City Manager Farnsworth and
I suppose most of you heard Al
his decision in the Studley meter
activity were erroneous.
Joseph W. Robinson, President.
In Portland April 1-2
ton Hall Blackington’s tall yarn
1 violation case which he has had un City Attorney Burrows were author
He said that only those who
Joseph
Emery,
Vice
President
and
—Four Speakers
about the Aroostook Grant. Alton,
advisement since the hearing ized last night by the City Council
took smelts for sale were affected
Cashier.
Knox County Asked To Raise der
how could you?
last Thursday. He ruled that the t6 draw up a lease for the Munici
and that they needed a "commercial
Maine Republicans have voted tc Chauncey M. D. Ke»ne, Assistant
charges, as made in the warrant,
—o—
$10,940 For This Year’s i(did
fishing license" which was designed
Cashier.
not. give the time of the alleged pal Airport at Ash Point with Jack
to cover everyone who took any hold their State Convention in Port Herman M Hart. Assistant Cash
Mrs. Mary Robinson of 707 Hughes
Purposes
Dodge,
operator
of
the
Knox
Coun

[violation and that inasmuch as
ier.
kind of a finny fish from the salt land on April 1 and 2.
street. East Columbus, Ind. would
ty Plying service and present man
water to sell.
The Democrats are scheduled to
like the last name of a girl, whose
Mr, Hart’s election is a new one
National headquarters of the (there are 14 hours out of each 24 ager, subject to the approval of
"It is not a smelt license any hold their biennial session on April and he will take up the duties of his American Red Crass lias advanced in which parking without inserting the Council. Financial restrictions
first name is Marion and who at
more than it is a codfish or a had 2 and 3. but have not decided on ?fflcp in a capable manner, as he the Knox County quota for 1948 a coin in a meter is not a violation, placed by Council order of some
tends the Christian Science Church.
4
he
was
forced
to'
find
for
Studley.
dock license," Reed stated.
Mrs. Robinson has been correspond
tc
$10,940,
an
increase
of
$2400
has been with the bank 25 years,
months ago were removed by a sec
The commercial fishing license the city.
having entered the employment which exactly equals the total of He went on to say that the time of ond order and paved the way for
ing with her but has forgotten her
The Republican State Commit soon after his graduation from the local grants made by the Knox the violation appeared on the police the new lease.
was created as one of many new
last name.
traffic ticket issued to Studley but
permits set up by legislature in a tee also voted at a meeting to hold Rockland High School.
County Chapter in 1947.
Councilman MfcLoon presented an
sweeping revision of the fisheries the three Congressional district
County Chairman is Allen Payson that it had not been carried along order which would prohibit any
As a part of his report to the
“Sparky” Upham, back from a
to
be placed on the warrant on
laws wh .ch became effective Jan. 1 Conventions at 10 a. m. April 2.
stockholders. President Robinson of Camden who will announce the which
trip to Bermuda is regaling friends
Studley was called into court. a8rpement or financial arrangeBernard Esters of Houlton was said:
Smelt "catchers or any other type
community chairmen before the
ment with the Federal government
with an account of the beefsteak
of fishermen who hold the $3 license re-appointed convention program
“The past year has been one of start of the campaign which is set The decision amounts to the for land or buildings at the Airport
dinner 'which he ate 22,000 feet
quashing of this especial case due
have the right to market or ship committee chairman and Fred S transition in the financial world for March 1.
which would bring any financial
above the sea level. The meal of
their own catches w thout additional Scribner, Jr. of Portland as con- i After a year or so of changing from
Local Red Cross workers are en to a legal technicality, said Dwinal
on the taxpayers of Rock
course was eaten on the passenger
permits and according to Reed nc venticn arrangements chairman
war to peacetime economy the gaged in a variety of projects with The quashing of the case, still burden
land. For some time past, the Fed
plane in which he flew from New
special limits or other regulations
The committee allocated $2500 Bank's position is still highly li those in Camden making bathrobes has not settled the legal tangle re eral
has attempted to
York. Fclks who thought beefsteak
are included.
fer convention expenses and au- quiri, 82% of its assets being in the for use in veterans’ hospitals while sulting from Mr. Studleys con have government
the city agree to keep the field
was high should have been with
Reed also stated that holders of a $5 thorized Scribner to select a treas form of cash and Unitcd States Rockland and Owl’s Head are mak tention that he has a right to free
him on that occasion.
in
first
class
operating
condition
lobster fishing license were not re urerGovernment bonds. Our govern- ing instrument covers and tubercu parking in front of property which and ready for government use at
he owns. The resumption of the
quired
--------to obtain the $3 permit as
Alan L. Bird of Rockland, State nient bond position is satisfactory lar face masks.
time. Such an agreement
Ralph T. Lee of Owl s Head was
Over in Paris the millinery shops
they had all the rightsof the latter , Committee Chairman, was author- regarding maturities and book valThe county chapter will deliver to .question, possibly, awaits the time any
hats
by holding the former Those who ; ized to name a committee of seven ues A largp proportion of our hold- Bar Harbor fire victims this week a i of a possible future violation and would place considerable cost on re-elected president of the Knox are now renti
the
people
of
the
city.
County
Hospital
Monday
night
at
I
wish to take smelts for their own members to help prepare the party’s [ngs matures within five years
generous supply of bedding either the issuing of a properly executed The area of the field on which the annual meeting of the govern- i _
~, __ _
use, are in no way affected. ,
| platform for the 1948 elections
' Loan? have shown a tendency made or contributed by county warrant.
yea{ ?~0: Joseph W. Robrunways are located reverts to ing group. Other officers elected I.
“It is purely a commercial propoThe committee adopted a recom
mcrea.se but this expansion has chapter members this Fall and Win The attorney for Studley, Chris the
—- ownership
---------- K this month without were. Donald Leach, vice president;
, a?d Hertert c Newbegin
topher Roberts, contends that he city
slticn.’’ according to Reed who mendation by Scribner that there been gradual and normal Deposits ter.
any agreement being made with I Milton M. Griffin, secretary; Herbert ’re..e’
ldents> respective ly
pointed out that dealers now had to be four major speakers at the con- J have remained stable- our latest
Campaign headquarters will be at has rights to the centerline of the the government. The property act- : Newbegin, treasurer; Albert Bmery. „f
^2?
take out licenses ranging from $25 vention—two on each day. A com published statement showing them the offices of chapter secretary Isaac street and can prohibit others from ually owned by the government i assistant treasurer. Directors for ’.
T* „!,-rfC5™pa,I^t'
to $50 and as high as $109 fcr non mittee will discuss passible speakers ,to
a iittle over five million dol- L. Hammond, in Rockland which is parking there, after he has re consists of buildings and a small three years are Alan L. Bird, Milton (pd lp?ri^
XL?..?*'
them to move on. regardess
resident clam buyers.
!a!?r,
,• „ liars, thus reflecting, we believe. also the general office of the Knox quested
tract
of
land
and
it
is
this
property
M.
Griffin.
Morris
B.
Perry,
Rev
President
of
Knox Hospital—
of
the
meters.
Both
Roberts
and
If smelts come under the wire,
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Miles
continued good business conditions’ County Chapter.
the County Attorney recommended that they wish to turn over to the i Fr James Savage, Curtis Payson Jones in Union was totally de
it is just because it happens to be which will be continued include the in th area wp serve Earnings have
John B. Storer. M. D. son of Mr. last Thursday that the case be city with the stipulation that it be Dr. Anna Platt, and Joshua N. stroyed by fire —A class of 23 per
and thp Banfc concluded
that way and not because Legisla opemng day luncheon sponsored by bepn
Southard for a two year term.
and Mrs. Earl Storer of 14 Ocean passed along to higher courts as it kept in operating condition.
ture or anyone else had any spe the young Republicans organization anothpr successfu]
sons was confirmed at the Episco
Another Council order, also re
a in we wi h
street, has recently been appointed was purely a question of law.
cial interest in that type of fish of Maine and the second day dmpal Church by Bishop Loring—
lating to flying, authorized Farns
g. Reed
Keen said.
saio.
ner for past and present State com Qur appreciation t0 a„ QUr custo- a Senior Research Fellow of the
ing,"
Dr. Herbert Lockvear opened a
worth to lease the seaplane base at
National Cancer Institute.
Dr
He stated that the purpose of the mittee members, sponsored by the
friends and stnckhnlri
The City Council last night pre- Bible conference at the First Bappublic landing to Arthur Harjula
Storer is a graduate of Rockland
new licenses was to help get a bet- State committee. All candidates fet their support and business.’
sented
in first reading an ordinance Mrs ^Georg^D‘''spaul'dfng"''^-’
of
the
Penobscot
Flying
Service.
High School, class of 1942, and of
ter check on our fisheries resources, major offices are invited to the
which would permit the use of hoods Camdea Herbert U^Madd^ks te
the University of Chicago School Knox County Has Two En
according to Reed it is abcut its young GOOP affair.
JOHN L. ROBBINS
to assist in enforcing the conserveThe first official meeting of the
for this anniversary show which will on meters In front of business es- union. „ Rockland Rjehard E.
John L. Robbins, 66. veteran of of Medicine. At present Dr. and
trants In the Boston
tion laws and to provide the de- convention will be held at 4 p m the Suanish American War and the Mrs. Storer (the former Jean Cal
commemorate the centennial of tablishments where the store keeper Murray of Port Clvde 68- Rockof this city) and son
the American Poultry industry. The was the property owner, while iand, Jarvls c Perry/ 89.
Poultry Show
First Wo’ld War, died Friday night. derwood
Michael
are
residing
in
Coopersfive-acre expense of the Mechanics loadmg or unloading commercial land, Rov B. Patterson 71; WaterHe was bom in Deer Isle, May 3, ; town. N. Y. where Dr. Storer is a
vehicles of the business.
|viUe>
H Dlckey formerly
1881, son of Elijah and Eliza Duke member of the House Staff of the Two Knox County poultrymen Building will be crowded with a
The suggestion was made last of Rockland. 76.
will compete for top honors with gala array of exhibits and demon
Robbins.
Mary Imogene Bassett Hospital. more than 10,000 entries from all strations representative of all the Thursday by Virgie F. Studley,
He is survived by his wife. Carrie
will go to Chicago in July, sections of this country and Canada phases of the three million dollar while his case of a meter violation
A Robbins; a daughter, Madelyn j They
was being heard in Municipal Court
at which time Dr Storer will take at the 100th annual Boston Poultry industry.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Garland; a brother, Bartlett Rob up his research duties.
„Te
Show- to be held at the Mechanics Among principal attractions will He described a cloth hood used in v , h,d
bins; two nieces and four step-chilStarting at 1.30 P. M.
i Building at the Bay State capital be the A & P Food Stores’ Hall of other cities, which were issued to would have made a rule to read some
dren.
Read The Courier-Gazette
poetry
and
listen
to
some
at
Jan. 20-24.
Fame where champion birds of the land owners and which they could least once a week The loss music
of these
Product of the Best Cooks in Town!
Entries will compete for more show, receivers of top awards from affix to the meters while they were tastes*; ls a loss of happiness.--Charles
than $55,000 in prize money set up the food company, will be displayed carrying on loading or unloading Darwin
in specially decorated cages. Ac operations directly connected with
be still
!
cording to Chairman Paul Ives, the business.
Be still—and know that I am God,
City
Manager
Farnsworth
de

continued emphasis at the show will
When billows o er thee roll:
thee with mv precious Blood
be placed on the economically sig scribed the hcods, so called ,as be I bought
Auspices Washington Club, R. H. S.
X will not let thee fall.
ing
made
of
cloth
and
bearing
the
nificant and commercially import
4*5
number
of
the
meter
on
which
they
Be
still
and
know that I am God.
ant breeds of poultry.
Forget thy doubt and fear;
Experienced
Listed on the show program are might be used. Provisions are made Remember
child.
I care for thee,
690 MAIN ST., COR. ROCKLAND ST., ROCKLAND
many meets of nationally known for locking them on the meter while
Thy Lord ls ever near.
in
use
and
they
will
be
Issued
to
poultry organizations, among them
Be still—and know that I am God.
fanciers of waterfowl, game birds, property owners who operate stores
Entrust to me thy care,
cn
their
property
for
use
of
the
I understand thine aching heart.
Reference Required
bantams and specialists in the bet
Thy burdens I will bear.
store's
commercial
vehicles.
ter known commercial breeds.
For Interview Call At
Friendly, Dependable Service. Free Delivery
Be still—and know that I am God.
Knox County entrants are MilWith patient love. I plead
ton P. Sturges and Mrs. Milton P.
Thyself, thy trust, that's all I ask.
Until further notice my address will be
HEAVY WESTERN BEEF
I’ll meet thine every need.
Sturges, Jr., both of Spruce Head.

Gazette About New Legislation

Time Not Given

To Lease Airport

Convention Dates

Lee Was Re-elected

Red Cross Quota

Hoods On Meters

Seek Top Honors

FOOD SALE

SATURDAY, JANUARY 17

BURPEE’S

ANNOUNCEMENT

FRIENDLY MARKET

WILL OPEN SATURDAY, JAN. 17

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

BEST QUALITY GROCERIES

BOX 687, ROCKLAND, MAINE, TEL. 1571

Telephone 1557

L S. McELWEE

RALPH M. CHOATE.
EDWARD B. RICHARDSON
GEORGE A. WOOSTER.

Accountant and Auditor

WANTED

Body, Fender Man

Nelson Bros. Garage

515 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
4-6

MASONIC

Antwerp’s cathedral spire has
held the admiration of the world
for centuries.

THURSDAY, JAN. 15

103*4

Masons and Friends Invited

Is Operating Daily Its

OVER NIGHT SERVICE TO AND FROM BOSTON

0LDSM0B1LE OWNERS
We have a few 1947 OldsmobHe Mo
tors left. If you have a 1941 or later
model 6 Cylinder, we will install a New
Motor in your car for as low as $249.00.
If your car is a 1937 to 1941 model, we
will install a New Motor as low as
$269.50.
Come at once while our Motors last.

BASKETBALL

We Are No Longer Affected By the Strike

Instant Hot Water

BASKETBALL

Mobil-flame

BOOTHBAY HARBOR
THURSDAY, JANUARY 15
At 7.30 P. M.

TONIGHT (TUESDAY)—7.15

ROCKLAND HIGH
vs.

TELEPHONE 889

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING

ROCKLAND, MAINE
104-4

Admission 50c, tax incl.

Admission 50 Cents, tax incL

393 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND

WANTED
ALL-’ROUND PRINTER
Wanted At This Office
Contact MR. PERRY

96‘tf

SOCONY-VACUUM'S NEW

BOTTLED GAS

WINSLOW HIGH
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
Winslow is Good! R. H. S. is also Good!
Better See the Fight!

01L1JC/A
PRINTER

Faster Cooking3*4

ROCKLAND EAGLES
VS.

Those Not Solicited, Take
Sandwiches
4-lt

TEL ROCKLAND 1396, BELFAST 856, UNION 7-32

VARSITY AND J. V.

FIREPROOF GARAGE CO.

ASSEMBLY
THOMASTON

Belfast-Boston Transportation, Inc.

—(Psalm 46:10)

ROOMS
per

V7

COMPTON’S
17 PARK ST., ROCKLAND
Call 1135-W For Service
v

82-T-tf

WEEK

DOUBLES—$8.00
Best Room Value in Rockland

WINDSOR HOUSE
12 Myrtle St..

RocV’and

Tel 670

87-tf
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The Courier-Gazette
TWICE-A-WEEK

GRANGE CORNER
A ZN
A
zs zx zs

Star Alley League
Our Vigilant Bowling Re
porter Cites Numerous
Skunkings
Wednesday night Snow's outfit
tossed a few predictions out the
window and took all five from the
Rockland Wholesalers.
Qatcombe's high, 296, and single
of 122. Since joining the team,
Gatcombe has been the leading man
for the Shipyarders. This win put
Snow's in a second place tie with
the lobster lads from Spruce Head.
Thursday found the league lead
ers from the Gulf Oil taking five
from Swift’s.
L. Drinkwater, high man once
more with 291 and his team man
Colby had the high single, 117.
The Gulf boys look like the team
to beat up to this point, having lost
only four points in five weeks of
rolling. They are out in front of
second position by five.
Friday night the Spruce Head
outfit put the skids under the Odd
Fellows and grabbed all five points,
placing the I.O.OJ’. in fourth place,
all tied up with Perry’s Market.
W. Drinkwater high man with
307. High single went to MacKinen
of the losing team. 111. This vic
tory puts the leaders in second po
sition. tied with Snow's.
One postponed game rolled this
week, when the Water Co., took four
from the Lime Co.
Only one little pin in the last
string prevented a three-way tie for
second position, the liquid boys los
ing out.
Ames high man, 276; Doak high
single 10ft, for the winners.
This Water Co. team has come
all the way from the bottom and
now is in third place, with the
boys looking ahead to Tuesday when
they tangle with Gulf, the league
leaders.
The standing at the end of the
fifth full week of action is like this:
Won Lost
Gulf ............
4
21
9
Snow’s .........
16
Spruce Head ..
.... 16
9
Water Co........
.... 15
10
I O O. F.
12
.... 13
.... 13
Perry's .........
12
.... 12
Wholesale
13
Swift’s .........
9
16
Lime Co..........
20
....
5
20
M. C. R. R
....
5
Snow’s 5, Wholesalers 0

Snow's—Gatcombe 296. Lowell 250,
Joansen 288, Geneviz 288. W. Willis
286; totals 1408

Wholesalers—Ken Roes 272, Korhenen 243, Curtis 267, O'Dell 260,
Lawry 263: total 130S.
Gulf 5, Swift 0

Swift—Anastasio 258, Richardson

TILED WALLS
LIKE THESE
Can Be Yours!

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
TWICE-A-WEEK "

Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor. MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846 In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
Penobscot View Grange of Glen- These papers consolidated March 17. 1897.
Cove meets Thursday night at 7.30. Subscriptions $4 00 per year, payable in advance; single copies five cents.
» • • •
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
White Oak Grange of North War
ren will install officers Jan. 16. Da
vid Carroll of Seven Tree Grange
[EDITORIAL]
of Union will be the installing offi
cer and that Grange is invited. Sup
per will be served, those not solicit
WE STAND WITH EISENHOWER
ed to take sweets.
» • • *
It becomes increasingly evident, after reading the results
Gov, Horace A. Hildreth, speaking
of various newspaper polls, and giving cognizance to the
Saturday afternoon at Knox Po
undercurrent of (political feeling, that if the Republican party
mona Grange, held with Seven Tree
wants to win a long deferred presidential victory it should lose
Grange of Union, reviewed the
highlights of the recent Maine For
no time in selecting Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower as its can
est fires, and told of the problems
didate for Chief Executive. Not because he is a world war
of that emergency, yet to be faced,
hero, although he has the conceded leadership in that respect,
by towns which had great losses.
but because of his general capability, so sorely needed in these
He pointed out the importance
of maintenance of emergency or
critical times. The nation needs a man who has made a
ganizations in each town, based on
study of the international situation, and who has the courage
civil’an defense, as were set up
to back his play. With such a man at the helm there Is
during the war. He said that
far less likelihood of another war, because other nations would
within 24 hours after a radio ap
peal that such organizations be re
be quick to realize his courage and his ability.
organized Sixty communities re
This condition of affairs is recognized by Senator Tobey
ported such organizat’ons.
of New Hampshire, who announces that he Is supporting
"Before the fires broke out,” he
Eisenhower and by one of New Hampshire’s leading newspa
went on. "the weakness in the for
est fighting department of the State
pers. The Granite State will present a full slate of Eisen
was in the fact the force was not
hower delegates in the primary election soon to be held there.
at its peak, which Is usual in Oc
The Courier-Gazette hopes that the national convention dele
tober. for in normal conditions of
gates from this district will see the light and not fritter away
rainfall, they are not needed, and
are in other jobs or commitments,
their votes upon some ring supported candidate who has far
and it was impossible to get them
less chance of winning next November's election.
back. Even had the force been
manned fully, the tragedy still
would have happened, for it was be
“THE MARCH OF DIMES”
yond human power to stop the fires,
once started."
An
acute
shortage
of trained personnel in the medical
He told of the three aspects of
and public health fields still is seriously threatening na
work in the emergency—property
protection, fire fighting, and civilian
tional health, is the warning sounded) by the chairman of the
organizat’on.
1948 March of Dimes. Many advanoecs in polio study are
He stated the methods by which
limited
by the lack of qualified "hands" to perform vital
war surplus material was secured
health work, and the solution of the personnel problem lies
for fire fighting, and aid. the hous
ing problem after fire control, the
in extensive public financing of technical education for prom
State tax abatement plan for towns
ising students.
with fire losses.
"Education is one of the most important phases of work
A question regarding the combin
done by the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis in
ing of State and national elections
for saving money, was answered by
leading the fight against polio,’’ and more than 1300 scholar
the governor in this manner: “The
ship and fellowship awards have been made with funds raised
present system is better and worth
thropgh the March of Dimes.
the cost, if for no ether reason than
Through the March of Dimes the American people are
for the national publicity it obtains
for Maine If local elections are
offering qualified individuals an attractive future in the'field
held with national elections, local
of health. Thousands of positions miust still be filled if we
'ssues are buried. The separation
are to provide the nation with adequate medical protection.
in Maine, is worth the price in bet
We can’t fight disease unless we have enough capable phy
ter government.”
Both Governor and Mrs. Hildreth
sicians, nurses, physical therapists and other essential trained
are members of Falmouth Grange
professional personnel to Insure every stricken person the
of Falmouth. Cumberland Pomona.
most modern care available.
State and National Granges.
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
was guest of Knox Pomona Grange.
GLORIES OF ICE SKATING
The fifth degree was worked on
Frank Caiderwood of Union. Gerald
Now
that
skating has become a “spectacle” and Pavlovas
Durkee and Irving Lufkin of War
shod with steel perform elegant miracles on ice for vast,
ren.
tiered audiences, we rejoice to see the persistence of happy
A program of music was given,
amateurishness when the neighborhood pond freezes over.
solo’st Harland Robinson of Cam
Tlie little girl with the wobbly ankles, the dashing young
den. who also sang in duet with
male showing off, the sedately wheeling old gentleman, the
Mrs. Ruby Allen of Rockland, and
lyric couples, the conscientious practicers—they are all there.
in a mixed quartet with Mrs. Allen.
Seen from the hill above in the frosty clarity of Winter afterIrving Sawyer of Thomaston and
neon, the little figures weave and whirl, a disordered pattern
Mrs. Samuel Norwood of Warren.
of bright reds and blues and yellows. Pieter Bruegel, with
Welcome was extended by J. Ray
his hawk's eye, saw this and painted it. Currier and Ives
mond Danforth of Union, master of
caught its prose if not its poetry.
the host Grange, with response by
Wordsworth still speaks for tillage children skating in the
Carl Gray of Weymouth Grange
gathering dusk with the joy of after-school release:
of Thomaston.
• • • •
So through the darkness and the cold we flew,
Weymouth Grange of Thomaston
And not a voice was idle; with the diin
met Wednesday with Acorn Grange
Smitten, the precipices rang aloud;
of Cushing for a joint installation
Die leafless trees and every icy crag
of officers. Installation officer was
Tinkled like iron
. while the stars
Mrs. Lottie York, State lecturer of
Eastward were sparkling clear, and in the west
Winthrop. She was assisted by
The orange sky of evening died away.
Nora Seaver and Flora Maloney as
A thing done for its own pure joy, unprofessionally, spon
marshals, Miss Lewis of Weymouth,
taneously, light-heartedly, is not to be undervalued in our
and M ldred Marshall as emblem
competitive society. Spectacle is not synonymous with sport,
and regalia bearers, chaplain Dora
efficiency with success. The happy amateur—the homespun
Maxey, Mrs. Irene Burns as pianist.
ballerina toppling on the ice—is one of the signs of vigor in
These officers were installed for
a slick and streamlined age.—Christian Science Monitor.
Acorn: Master, Lester Delano; over
seer. Homer Marshall; lecturer,
been a printed job.
Fannie Davis; steward, Nicholas
Caraganus; assistant steward, Vivi
The Cauldron Board of the Sen
an Miller; chaplain. Gladys Daws;
ior class met Wednesday and de
treasurer, Albert Orff; secretary,
cided to continue the same general
Katheryn Maloney; gate keeper, Al
plans of the book used last year.
The following pupils have passed Mrs. Martha Viik is faculty advisor
fred Orne; Ceres, Evelyn Delano;
Pomona. Natalie Caraganus; Flora, the driving test and have their li- J. F. Gregory Sons Co., has pre
Bertha Orne; lady assistant steward, cense for 1948: Virginia Manning, sented each room with a calendar
Mary Orne; executive committee, Ruth Roberts, Margaret Hughes, "The Birth of American Aviation.”
Walter Powers.
ilna Bickford. Arlene Cross, Rita
Supper was served and movies I Hammond. Muriel Harlow, Edgar Some of the Commercial students
shown A candlelight service was, Kent, Alice Fuller, Elizabeth Her- have been busy the past week on
rick. Tommy Bell. Betty Pendleton, special work: Miss Louise Ulmer
held by Mrs York.
Joyce Wotton, Athlene Moore and and Jane Harvey, clippings for
scrapbooks; Helena Huntley, typeChristine Hurd.
TENANT’S HARBOR
ing for Mr. Noonan; Elvira Johnson,
Mid-Year
examinations
will
be
Look on Page 3 io see the smash
Nina Johnson, and Arlene Rollins,
held
next
week
with
a
new
schedule.
ing low prices offered by Economy
typing for Mrs Ruth Sanborn.
Each
examination
will
last
one
Clothes Shop, 435 Main street,
Winslow High School has a very
hour
and
the
other
periods
short__ „„„ team and there _
Rockland, io close out $10,000 worth
good basketball
is
of their stock.
adv.
ened accordingly. The schedule, i prea^ interest in their meeting with
Monday, second and sixth periods, ; Rowland High School at Coramuii237, Baum 252, Robinson 280. Roes Tuesday. third and seventh periods, ,jty Bunding tonight. It is very imWednesday fourth and eighth Pen‘ portant that a good crowd be out
255; total 1282.
jto SUpport Rockland High. Bring
Gulf - Sleeper 268, Hallowell 253, ods; Thursday, fifth period.
Colby 295. Drinkwater 291, Daniel The first rehearsal of the Junior)your Pa. Ma. sister and girl friend
son 265; total 1372.
Class Play was held Monday ’night. ' is the battle cry.
Lime Co. 4, Water Co. 1
Mrs. Clara Emery, president of
lime Co.—Melvin 269. Snowman the W. C. T. U.. conferred recently
260. Orff 258, Wentworth 252 Laine |wlth the Junior High School teachUPHOLSTERING
274; total 1313.
ers regarding the prizes on TemWater Co.—Winslow 240 Curtis perance that come up in March.
Two weeks' service by Maine's
272. Bartlett 269, Doak 271, Ames ;There will be a speaking contest
276; total 1328.
with a student chosen from each largest Re-upholsterers. The best
Spruce Head 5, I. O. O. F. 0
'room. Prizes in the finals will be in guaranteed workmanship. We
I. O O F.-Legage 255, Hastings [Presented on Program Day. There
make your parlor furniture just
253. Achorn 232, Benner 239, Mac- lwi11 also be a poster contest,
like new. For free estimates call
kinen 289; totol 1268.
[ Monday there was a Student
Spruce Head—K. Drinkwater 267, Council meeting and a Senior class
Diavis 276, Alley 278. W. Drinkwater (meeting.
PERRIN’S
307, A. Drinkwater 277; total 1405. i The Highlitc staff meet Friday
UPHOLSTERING CO.
—--------------------------------------------morning to discuss finances. There
is a possibility that it may be nec TEL 1551-W, ROCKLAND, ME
essary to mimeograph the High
3-5
School paper which has heretofore
News items from all of the Pa
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
here.

At The High School

BATH

IT’S

ARMSTRONG’S

VEOS

WALL

TILE

Genuine Porcelain on Steel
• Man will m« Mi u wui ol.
• WM Ml orook, crus, cr warp.

O

hutallc ecu mw cr cM wrlicri
• Li|W ■■ wcighL
• CUni quickly with c deny cloth

MAIL THIS

COUPON
NAME

COMPLETE
TIRE SERVICE
AND GUARANTEED
TIRE REPAIRS

Mail To

Portland Veos Tile&
Flooring Co.
U PORTLAND STREET
PORTLAND, MAINE

INTO THE BASKETS THEY GO

Many Teams Competing On Local CourtsTigers Take Another

.

MC

ELECTRICAL
WORK

DODGE
...NOW GIVES YOU
SUPER-CUSHION

TIRES

Dodge now adds again to the super smoothness
of its vehicle performance by adopting the new Goodyear Super-

Cushion Tire. This is another “main event” in the evolution of
the Smoothest Car “Afloat.” It is a further advance, for all Dodge

already pioneered by Dodge Floating Power, All-Fluid-Drive, and

ESSO STATION

No obligation

-

Referee, Collamore. Time, four
den girls a real scare, leading them
8 to 0 at the end of the first quar Ms.
• O • 0
ter.
Camden led 11 to 10 at Half
T. H. S. 42, Alumni 41
time. In the second half Camden
Jan. 9 the Thomaston Alumni
tame back strong to win 35 to 15.
edged the High School 42 to 41. The
Rockport
game being close from the first was
G.
G. P.
tie score in tire last quarter, but
Frye, rf ................ 5
0 10 awith
15 seconds left to play. 8Ig
Bartlett ............... 1
2
0
Fiske, If ............... 0
3 Swanholnr rolled) in a foul shot which
3
brought the Alumni on top.
1
Simonton, c ......... 1
3
Two of the High School players,
2
Heath
1
0
(By Peter Sulides)
with seven for the losers.
2 Swanholm and1 Lewis, played for
Gary, rg ............... 1
0
In the second game the Rockland Ausnlund, lg......
Rockland High's smooth court
1
1 the Alumni because of the lack of
0
combine scored win number five in Eagles won their eighth game in ten Hunter ............... 1
2 players for the winning team.
0
Kirkpatrick was high scorer with
seven starts when the Tigers dumped starts by tripping the Brunswick
five 46 to 38. The Eagles led) by pe
Brunswick High 38 to 31.
25 36 points, all floor goals, for the
Totals ................ 10
Alumni. Overlook with 19 points,
In the fiercely fought Arts period, riods 15 to 6, 30 to 12. and 38 to 24
Camden
and Stetson with 17 points, were
Both teams employed fast breaks
the Tigers piled ahead and lead 6
P. toppers for the High School. John
F.
G
to 12 at the whistle. The Tigers' ex and smooth passing to set up scor Thomas, rf ........... 4
8
0
son
followed with five.
cellent teamlwork and Murgita'k ing plays. Brunswick threatened Drinkwater ......... 2
1
5
Alumni
shooting put the local boys ahead in the last period, scoring 14 points, Bennett, If ......... 2
1
5
while the Eagles scored eight. Whit
G.
F.
P
24 to 17 at the half.
4
0
Rvder
................
2
0
26
The stow, deliberate Brunswick tier led the winners in the scoring Talbot, c ............... 1
4 Kirkpatrick, rf .... 13
2
I
5
attack held the score down as the ; department with 17 points.
13 Swanholm, if ...... ?
1
Wheaton ............. 6
1
11
Rockland
Tigers seized every opportunity and1
1
5 Marshall, cf ......... 5
Stanley
...............
2
0
0
P Massalin, rg ......... 0
G.
F.
hit consistently.
1 Jacobs, rg ............. 0
1
Felt, lg ................... 0
0
0
11 Joyce .................... 0
1
The locals, led by Connellan and 1 Ames, If ............ 5
0
0 Lewis, eg ................... 0
0
0
1
11 Sparta, lg ........... 1
Murglta jumped to a 28 to -19 lead Allen, rf................ 51
3
1
s
2
1
and then seemed to ease up. Bruns Flint, If .......
3
1
ton .................. 1
42
1 Total ................ 20
17 Fa
3
wick took advantage as .they dropped j Whittier, c ........... 7
2
6
Grinnell
...............
2
|
High School
Kerchner.
rf
.........
0
1
1
long shots to close the gap to two
P.
F.
0
0
points, as Rockland led 30 to 28 at Duff, lg ............ 0
59 i Johnson, rf........... G.
11
Totals .............. 24
1
S
2
Karl, rg ............ 0
1
1
the period’.
1
17
■ Stetson, If ............. 8
0
0
Rockland's superior teamwork be- t MoConchie, rg...... 0
Eagles 82, Union 52
19
1
came evident as the Tigers settled '
—
The Eagles made it two in a row Overlook, cf ......... 9
0
0
down to outscore the College Town- | Totals ................ 19
46 over the Union Legionnaires and Adams, rg ........... 0
0
0
lg .............. 0
ers 8 to 3, thus winding up on top I
Brunswick
i tightened) their lead on first place Orne,
0
0
38 to 31.
I
G.
P. by completely outclassing the visit- Smith, eg ............. 0
F.
Coach MacDongal used his entire Thibeault, rf ...... 2
9
4 ing quintet, scoring two points a
41
Totals................. 19
squad as the Tigers took another Rjsh, If ............... 3
2
8 minute.
step toward the coming touma- j Atwood, c ............ 6
3
15 j The end of the first period found
Men’s Furnishings and Women's
ments.
McClellan, c .......... 3
1
7 Rockland leading 21 to 9 A fine Shoes on sale this week at greatly
Center Royce Lunt is back and Hanks, rg ............ 1
2 passing attack by John Duff and reduced prices. Quality Shoe Shop,
0
the Tigers are at full strength for Favor, lg .............. 1
2 Mike MoConchie paved the wav for 310 Main street, Rockland
0
4-lt
0 Brad Ames and George Whittier,
Winslow tonight .
; Warren, lg ........... 0
0
The Rockland J. V.s took an earlv
38 each scoring better than 30 points.
visit Clinton F Thomas ootome6
Totals ................ 16
lead and held it to come out on top
Time, four 8s.
Union threatened in the second .rist. for a pair of good glasses. 402
27 to 17 in the prelim.
Referec-s. Flanagan, Quinn.
period, scoring 14 noints and trailed Nd County Road. Rocklard. Me
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m.. Mon
Rockland (381
• • • •
j 39 to 23 at the half.
P
F.
Rorkland J. V.s 21, Camden 5
| Opening the third period F S. day. Wednesday and Saturday.
G.
11
Connellan, If ...... 3
lOtf
5
Friday night the Junior High 1 Allen and O. Flint, playing a fine °hone 590-M, City.
0 School girls played their second 'defensive game, stole the ball sev
0
Heino
visu
Lucien
K.
Oreen
6c
Sons,
18 game with Camden. Gloria Bohn eral times, to lay up shots for team
6
Murgita, rf ............ 6
•econo noor. 18 School street. Odd
0 was high scorer, with 14 points.
0
Kaler
mates.
0
Bartlett,
Points
Gibson. Union's top scorer with 25 fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
0
Proctor .... ........... 0
14 points a game average, was cut to Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
Bohn, cf
iotf
0
Lunt ................... 0
4 18 points bv a brilliant Eagle de- prices.
0 Leach, rf
1
Marsh, lg ........
2
0 'fense. The Eagles' top .sport fan.
, Cameron. If
1
Holden ................. 0
0 Bob Seliger and wife, who follow
Mahar, lg ....
1
French ......
0
l w. c artney
0 i the team both at home and on the
Wot.ton, rg ....
1
Deshon ................. 0
0 road, were the Rockland team's only PLUMBING AND HEATING
Davis, eg ...
2 cheering section
Reed, sub ....
“The kind of work you swear by, and
38 Malloy, sub .
14
Totals .......... ... 12
Rorkland Eagles
not at.”
p
Brunswick (31)
G
F.
22
P
F.
21 Aimes, If ........ ..... 11
0
G.
Total .......
TEL 1363-J
Points Allen, rf ........ ..... 7
15 ,
1
13
1
Bleau. If .......... ... 6
3-9
0 Barton, rf ....
17 ,
Merrill .......... .... 0
0
3 Flint, rf ........ ..... 7
3
8 Talbot, cf ....
2 Whitt ler. c ... ..... no
1
21 1
0
Raine ............ ... 4
0 Karl, rg ................ 0
3 Eaton, If .....
3
1
1 I
Ormsby, rf ..... ... 0
2 Lunt. eg .......
0 Duff, lg ................ 1
2
2
Purington, c .... ... 0
0
WANTED
0 MoConchie, rg ...... 2
1
3 Sedgwick, lg ..
1
0
Lord, lg ..........
0
0 Richards, rg
0
Stuart ............ ... 0
2
0
82
DeOrsey, rg .... .... 1
Total ................ 37
6
0
0
Union Legionnaires
Berry ............. .... 0
Total ..................... ............
5
P
Subs for Rockland—-Roberts, Nel
F.
Totals ................. 12
7
31
G.
1
1
son, Soboleski. Dennis Malloy, Kent. Clark, If ............... 0
Time, four 8s.
Reed, Ilvonen. Manning, Robishaw. Rich, If ................ 0
0
Referees, Wotton and Gay.
0
Household, Commercial and
9 9 9 9
Subs for Camden—Hanson.
18
Gibson, rf ............. 8
2
Sunday's Double Header
• • • •
Marine
1.1
Ralph, c ............... 5
1
In the first Sunday afternoon
Camden 59, Rockport 25
0
Caulhoon, c ......... 0
0
basketball twin bill at the CoramuWheator was high scorer for Cam- Sawyer, lg ........... 3
0
3
BUD SPROWL
nity Building, the Wiscasset Red den with 13 points. Frye was Heath, lg ............. 0
0
0
Men won over the Waldoboro Fire- high scorer for Rockport with 10 Dean, rg .............. 0
1
13
TEL THOMASTON 197
men 36 to 30. Winters scored 13 points.
4-6
points for Waldoboio and Salmi led
The Rockport girls gave the CamTotals .............. 22
52

buyers, into that new world of riding and driving experience—

If yon want further information.

ADDRESS

Tuesday-Friday

MILLER’S
GARAGE
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
25-31 BANKIN ST.,
BOCKLAND

104 PARK STREET,
OPEN 7.00 A. M. TO

ROCKLAND, ME.
9.00 P. M

Now Under New Management

»

Full Floating Ride.

5^'

The Lowest Priced Car with Fluid-Drive

Complete Lubrication Service
Washing, Motor Tune-up, Repair Work

Used Cars
EARL P. LI3BY, Manager
TELEPHONE 8680

NELSON BROTHERS ’ 515 Main Street, Rockland
4’It

Tuesday-Friday

TALK OF THE TOWN

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 13,1948
Rev. Henry N. Pringle, whose
name sent shivers up and down the
spines of Knox County law violators
30-odd years ago when he was secretary of the Christian Civic
League, died in Waltham, Mass.,
Saturday.

I
I
[
!

Rev. J. Charles MacDonald was
the Kiwanis Club speaker last night
at Hotel Rockland, using as his
theme “Education For Character.”
He felt the necessity for religious
training in the home through the
parents is paramount. There are
27.0C0.CO9 perple in this country with
no religious affiliation of any kind.
Mr. MacDonald brought home the
need of some sort of training along
religious and conduct lines with the
dramatic points that crime cost
this country $15,000.000 last year
and that over 50 percent of the
criminal population is under 21
years old He brought out the fact
that many of the early colleges were
established by religious interests,
notably (Harvard, Yale, Brown, Col
by, Bates, etc. Guests were Bart
Conners of Boston and E. Folois of
Portland.

Is Now In Charge

“A Very Fine Year”

The Rotary Club

Page Three

Knows AH The Ropes

Political Briefs
Albion P. Beverage of Dresden has
entered the Republican contest for
the US. Senatorial nomination. He
is an ordained mlrilster and former
legislative secretary of the Na
tional Council for Prevention of
[ War. He is a native of Boston
• • • •
Robinson Verrill has taken out
I nomination papers and will soon
decide whether he Is going to run
I for Governor,

Mrs. Dorothy Folta Becomes Reported At Annual Meeting Members Were Right Up To
Superintendent Of Knox
the Scratch In Informal
Of L. and B.: 222 New
Hospital
Program
Members Admitted

Guests Of Lions
4-H Club winners of the CamdenRockport Lions awards for 1947 are
beipg entertained at the meeting of
the Camden-Rockport Lions Club
next Tuesday, at Wadsworth Inn,
Camden.
Nancy Andrews of the SingingSewing 4-H Club of West Rockport,
winner of the $25 War Bond, Mar
garet Erskine and Annie Erskine of
Megunticook 4 H of Camen, winners
of the $10.00 awards are to be ac
companied by Elsie Andrews and
Vicla Starr of Singing-Sewing
Girls, Alden Davis of Amateur
Farmers; C. Herbert Annis of Sim
onten Ayrshire Dairy Club and 4-H
leaders, Mrs. Charlotte Davis, Mrs.
Mary Andrews and the club agent,
Mrs. Loana S Shibles.

Mrs. Dorothy T. Folta R N„ of I The following shareholders of
Somewhere there was a hitch in
New Milford, Conn., entered upon the Rockland Loan and Building Rotary’s program. All were in their
Jan. 13—Union:
Community
Club
her duties as superintendent of Association were elected directors places Meeting place the same, the
meets with Mrs Irving Tuttle.
Knox County General Hospital yes at its meeting last night in its Thorndike hotel. Carefully and
Jan. 13—Maine Coast Craftsmen meet
at Carroll Berry Studio, Rockport
terday. A person of pleasing per offices at 18 School street: A, Jud loudly paged, the program d rector
Jan. 14—Owl's Head: Village Garden
sonality and wide experience in son Bird; I. Lawton Bray, Thomas failed to appear, and no speaker.
Club meets with Mrs Edna Wotton
But sans program director, sans
the nursing and hospital adminis
Jan 14—Union: Installation of Seven
Tree Grange
tration fields, she is a strong pro H. Chisholm, Walter P. Conley, speaker, the resources of Rotary
The Friendly Market located at
Jan. 16 (3 to 8.30 p. m.)—Woman’s
ponent of good public relations be Charles H. Duff, Edwin R. Edwards. were equal to its responsibilities for
j 690 Main street, corner of Rockland
Educational Club meeting at Con
tween the hospital, its staff, and the Burton E Flanders, Ediward F. Glov the use of the Rotary time.
gregational vestry.
■ street, will open Saturday morning,
Some 15 minutes were given over
Jan. 19—Camden: Benefit party for
general public which the institu er, J. Albert Jameson, J. Fred
j Its telephone is 1557 and it will
Infantile Paralysis Drive.
to a songfest, spiced by snappy
tion
serves.
make free deliveries. Three veteran
Jan. 19—Charter Night for Junior
She looks upon a hospital as an Knight, Leforest A. Thurston, and stories. The success of this per od
Chamber of Commerce at Thorndike
j meat and grocery men are its pro
Hotel.
institution charged with giving the Evelyn R. McKuslc was again elect was due to the baton of Doc Con
prietors,
Ralph M. Choate. Edward
ey, the piano playing of Staff
Jan
21—Union:
Annual
meeting
best possible service to the people ed auditor.
B. Richardson and George A.
Methodist Brotherhood
Congdon,
and
the
clear,
leading
The
following
officers
were
elect

of the community vthich it serves
eb. 10—Knox Hospital Auxiliary Silver
Wooster.
Read The Courier-Gazette
Tea and Musical in the Bok Home
and one around which the public ed1: J. Albert Jameson, president: tenor of Ray Perry
President
Ken
took
the
oppor

Edward
F.
Glover,
vice
president;
at 2 30
health problems and general phy
Feb. 11-12—Junior Class play at Rock
sical well being of the people I. Lawton Bray, secretary-treasurer; tunity of voicing his pleasure in
land High School.
as president, and h's appre
should revolve. Well aware of the Gilford B. Butler, attorney: finance serving
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.
Feb. 14—Klppy Karnival and Ball.
value of proper publicity for any committee. J. Albert Jameson, A. ciation of the fine co-operation
Feb 22—Washington’s Birthday; (ob
public institution, she is a believer Judson Bird, and Charles H. Duff. given by committees and all of the
served the 23d)
Milton M. Griffin
The Association reports a very members. Well merited praise was
in releasing items of news to the
April 1-2—Republican State conven
Due
to
the
length
of
“
Forever
fine year, serving both veterans and given to Bob Hudson for his excel
tion In Portland.
press,
while
at
the
same
time
giving
,
Another official whom Knox
April 2-3—Democratic State Convention Ambet’’ playing Wednesday and the proper protection to those who non-veterans in savings and loans: lent work in preparing the Club County could ill afford to lose is
Thursday at Strand Theatre the are the institution's patients.
222 new members were admitted to bullet ns.
Milton
M. Griffin, whose several
evening shows will be at 6 and 8.20. She stated that Knox Hospital membership in the association and
Bert Jameson, a charter member,
the evening shows starting with belongs to the people of the county over 4000 shares were issued during and active member for 23 years, is teams as Clerk of Courts, is
now classed as Senior Active mem recognized by all of the Superior
Occupants of the green benches the feature picture.
and that she wanted all to feel that 1947.
Court Justices as an uncommonly i
ber.
in St. Petersburg and the Adams
Dividends
in
excess
of
$21,000
were
capable official—one of the best on
Perley Axtell, salesman for the the hospital and its nursing staff naidi the shareholders in the two
Cleve
Sleeper,
George
Wood,
Fred
and Eves of Miami Beach may be
ready at all times to serve
the Maine circuit.
Bird,
and
Bob
Hudson
made
the
yielding palm leaf fans these days . Bicknell Hardware store, is ill at were
dividend-paying
periods
of
the
year.
them.
Wit the garb for the well dressed i his home and is expected to be Mrs. Folta is a graduate of St. June 30 and Dec. 31. At the year- trip to Winthrop to witness the in
'man in Rockland the past three away from the store for several Luke’s Hospital in Duluth, Minn., end; total reserves amounted to 15 duction of the Winthrop Rotary
days has included fur coats, ear- weeks. His place is being taken by and operated a private hospital, percent of the assets. The portion Club into Rotary District 193, and
Monday morning. Charles Pier- I
lappers and old fashioned red mit Warren Barro'vs, formerly with the together with her husband for sev of earnings allocated to the reserves Rotary International
George Wood gave a humorous Pont of Appleton pleaded guilty to
tens. That's the difference between Corner Drug store.
in 1947 were in excess of $10,000.
eral
years.
More
recently,
she
has
zero and 80 above it. Beware the
This allocation represents the con description cf the adventures of a State Police charge of parking a
Rockland Encampment, I. O. O- been night supervisor at the Water tinuance of the policy long estab this group on its stop over in Au vehicle on Route 17 without proper J
ides of March, likewise the 14th of
bury,
(Conn.)
Hospital
and
Super

January, because the Weather Pro F., will confer the Golden Rule De intendent of the New Milford, Hos lished! by vour Board of Directors gusta. But they did get to Win lights between sundown and sun- ]
throp There were about 150 Ro- rise and paid a fine of $10 and
phet of the Old Farmers' Almanac gree Wednesday night. All Patri pital.
A widow, she has two sons, to give adequate protection in the tarians from all over the State in costs. A second charge of operating I
has stuck his neck way <kit. and archs are asked to be present.
financial machinery of the institu
(
Richard
11,
and
John.
15,
who
are
attendance The new club has 22 a motor vehicle without proper
says that the coming Thursday will
■students at the DeVeaux School at tion. to the savings and Investments members Jerry Campbell, presi brakes was set aside upon payment
BORN
be the “coldest in the year." We
in
the
association.
The
ultimate
Niagara
Falls,
N.
Y.
of costs of court as testimony re
LeBlanc—At Vinal Maternity Home,
shall see what we shall see.
safeguard for an investment in any dent of the sponsoring Augusta
Jan. 12 to Mr and Mrs. Joseph D Lethat the car was being
a daughter—Joan Elaine
King Solomon's Temple Royal financial institution is in the re Club, installed the officers. Dis vealed
Travis N .Ingham of Friendship Blenc.
trict Governor Ray Collett presem pushed at the time of the arrest
Johnston—At Knox Hospital. Jan 10. Arch Chapter will hold its annual serves.
Jias been appointed Knox County to Mr. and Mrs. Alden P, Johnston of installation of officers Thursday at
the charter. The charter was and that the motor was not run
Two long time associates in the ed
“tepresentative for the Bangor Thomas'on. a son.
accepted by the honorable Francis ning. The court pointed out that,
8
p.
m.
All
Royal
Arch
and
Master
Association
died
during
the
year.
Daily News. He is a Yale graduate
Miller—At Knox Hospital Jan 11. to
Bates, president of the new club. technically, there was no violation
and Mrs. Linwood Miller of Wal Masons and their families are in Harrv O. Gurdy. who for over half Gov. Hildreth, and several of the as the car was not being operated
and saw overseas service in the late Mr.
doboro. a daughter.
vited.
Refreshments
will
be
served.
a
century
was
secretary
and
treas

war. , He is the author of 'four
Past District Governors made with the motor.• • « •
Dodge—At Waldo County Hospital.
urer. who served faithfully and for a
novels.
The relief load of the city Wel- long ocriod of time was one of its speeches. The new club had the
Jan. 9. to Mr. and Mrs Henry bodge
A 15-year old girl, a ward of the
of Rockport, a daughter—Catherine I fare Department is
slowly but directors. Mr. Gurdy was esteemed following presentations:
Welfare Department, who had been
Arthur Jordan and Gerald Grant Eileen.
A
new
bell
from
the
Augusta
!
surely
increasing
month
by
month.
Jones—At Knox Hospital Jan 9. to
by his associates, loved by his Club, a plaque from the Waterville returned here for care from Port
are on a brief business trip to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jones (Josephine Last month, according to a report friends and respected by all. Wal
Florida.
Club, a silk flag from the Portland land as Rockland was the place of
Buckminster), a son — Christopher I of the c ty manager, a peak load
ter H. Spear had been connected Club. Thus a sound and healthy settlement of her parents, was re
Robert.
of
128
persons
was
reached
which
Richard H. Hussey, motor ma
Stickney—At Plymouth. N H Jan.
turned to the custody of her moth
with the Association since 1913 and
chinist mate, 3c, of the U. S. Navy, 8. to Mr. and Mrs. Morgan S. Stickney, ' tapered off to a reported number rendered much valuable service to club under the best of auspices was er for one week. The court ruled
launched
upon
its
Rotary
career.
a
daughter
'of
117
at
the
end
of
the
month.
A
arrived home Thursday, after serv Smith—At Knox Hospital. Jan. 9. to
wards its growth and success. His
Justice Tirrell made a clear, and that the State had not tprne out
ing nearly two years and 15 months Mr and Mrs. Kenneth E Smith (for , total of 81 persons are directly genial and co-operative spirit added
the charges in the warrant which
merly Lucy MacLaughlln)
a son— , chargeable to the city while other much to the enjoyment of the Board comprehensive account of the work asked that she be committed to the
on the Island of Guam.
William Alan
; communities support 11 and and the and is sincerely missed by his fellow of his committee on the aid to State School for Girls.
i The Young Adult Group of the
j State another 25. Three persons directors who always enjoyed his France project. Under the spon
MARRIED
sorship of Portland all Rotary
Methodist Church will meet Thurs
j are under care in sanatoriums and
—At, Washington. Jan ' 56 are receiving aid to dependent presence and interest in the affairs Clubs in the State are to partici
dav night at 7.30 at the church. An 3. Mink-Grinnell
and prosperity of the institution.
Keith Mink of Appleton and Miss
pate.
interesting program has been Grace
Grinnell of Belfast—by Rev 1 children
The year ahead looks to be one
The Red Jacket Sea Scouts have
Time allowed for getting the goods
Harold Nutter.
planned for the evening.
of
fcqual
prosperity
and
we
are
look

MacDonald Class of the First
packed has been extended to Jan. a busy schedule this month. Thev
ing
forward
of
rendering
that
com

DIED
Mrs. Lillian Miles is employed as
Baptist Church met Thursday night
31. The actual sailing of the boat are now preparing for the Annua!
bookkeeper at the Thorndike Hotel.
Robbins—At Rockland. Jan. 9 John at home of Mrs. Raymond Billings. munity service of thrift and home will be Feb. 10. All goods and ma Inspection by the Commodore. Their
been completely
Lewis Robbins, age 68 years Funeral The program was opened with de ownership that goes so far in mak terials sent will be supplied to the quarters have
The Baptist Mens League is urg Tuesday at 2 o’clock at Burpee Funeral votion and a Scripture reading by ing any community a much better fishermen and their families along cleaned and are now being freshly
Home
Entombment
In
Sea
View
painted
ing a full attendance at Thursday Cemetery
Mrs. Maynard Ames. The group one in which to live.
the French ccast.
MEN'S LINED
BOYS’ OR GIRLS’.
night’s meet ng of the Baptist
The local Sea Scouts have been
Putnam—At South Thomaston. Jan sang the class song “Are Ye Able
When
the
goods
arrive
in
France
The City Council last night ap they will become the direct and ac invited to attend the District Bridge
Men’s League, when exGov. Sumner 12, Israel Judson Putnam, age 71 years. said thp Master." Prayers were bv
Wednesday at 2 o'clock at Bur
proved the installation of additional
Sewall will relate his experiences in Funeral
pee Funeral Home. Entombment In Mrs. William Brawn and Mrs. Earl street lights, one on Beech street cepted responsibility of French Ro of Honor at Augusta Jan 24
Germany.
Thme Senior Outfit of St. George ,
Sea View Cemetery.
Bell. Poem, “Lets” read by Mrs. near the Library entrance and an tary with no possibility of diversion
Feyle-—At Thomaston. Jan 10. Mrs.
into the black market.
Judge is having a dedication of its “Hut’' j
PILE LINED
The Rockland Fire Department Abbie Feyler. widow of James Feyler. Billings. The class president. Mrs. other on Granite street.
Frank emphasized that President Jan. 22.
89 yrs. 8 mos, 9 days. Entombment Alfred Young opened the business
Res'. Price
answered a call to the home of age
The
Senior
Scout
Ball
will
be
ATTACHED
HOOD
in Village cemetery until Spring
Ken
had
made
a
splendid
contribu

meeting
with
an
open
discussion.
Attorney General Ralph W. Farris
Manford Maddocks in Owl’s Head
$8.95
Clark—At Trenton. Mich . Dec 23. An
held at Brunswick Feb. 21.
tion
from
the
material
in
his
store
inspiring
Bible
study
was
has retired from the office of Illus
village about 8 a. m. today for a Carles Blanchard Clark, aged 75 years.
An interest ng meeting was held
From packers and canners Fred
SIZE 10
—At Bangor. Jan 9. Charles taught by Mrs. Ansel Young, sub trious Potentate of Kora Temple,
chimney fire. Little if any damage F. Prescott
Bird estimates that 25 to 30 cases of Wednesday night with two special
Prescott, age 81 years.
Funeral ject “Abraham to Jacob " Fruit Mystic Shrine, and has been sue
ONLY
was done to the property, accord services
as the feature. One was
were held tn Bangor last Sat salad, hot rolls, home-made cake
ceeded by George H. Meloon cf canned goods will be donated. Re movies
ing to reports from the village.
urday. In erment In Sea View ceme
REG.
and coffee were served by the hos Portland Earle C. Perry of Rock tail grocery stores have been liberal a government film on knot tying;
tery. Rockland.
§10.95
Retail clothing stores have been the other was a thrilling sports
Clark—At Auburn. Jan 7, Mrs. Cas tess.
assisted by Mrs. Richard land was elected a director.
Special at Senter Crane’s—35
film entitled "Daredevils On Ice ”
D Clark widow of Eugene M. Stoddard. Others who attended were
generous.
Brewster Hats, marked to $1. to sandra
Clark), age 85 years. 2 months. 30 days
All Sea Scouts will be notified
Charles Bicknell's store en Main
At the Elks meet ng tonight Dick
MEN'S
dose.—adv.
Funeral In Auburn.
Interment In Miss Charlotte Cook, Mrs. Clifford
YOUNG MEN'S
Mountain View Cemetery. Camden
Gardner, Mrs Mervvn Harrlman. Canty will put on a baked ham street, will be the depot for the col when practice basketball sessions
will
be
held.
Schedules
ar
being
Payson
—
At
Warren.
Jan.
10.
Virgil
T.
supper.
lections
of
second-hand
clothing,
Look on Page 3 to see the smash
Mrs. Lloyd Argyle. Mrs. Margery
aged 67 years, 5 mos. 8 days.
blankets, and whatever of warm arranged w>th all Sea Scout units
ing low prices offered by Economy Payson,
Funeral Tuesday at Simmons Funeral Blackman, Mrs. Burton Bickmore,
Knox County ice fishermen will materials you can spare. If you In the District.
Clothes Shop 435 Main street. Home. Burial In Starrett Cemetery Mrs. John MacPherson III. Mrs.
Rockland, to close out $10,000 worth
Millard Hart. Next meeting at Mrs. take interest in the offer being can not bring parcels yourself, a
Unusual ice conditions on the city
CARD OF THANKS
made by R. W. Tyler, South Thom collector will call, if the store is no
(ff their stock.
adv.
FULLY LINED
streets and sidewalks have already
Brown. Navv
We wish to express our sincere ap Paul Merriams, Jan. 22.
aston.
live
bait
dealer.
For
the
tified.
Useable
soiled
clothing
that
preciation tp our many friends and
exhausted
the
Winter
’
s
supply
cf
Res. 8.95
Clinton F. Thomas. 492 Old Coun largest pickerel caught through the anyone wishes to give will be
MUCH
LESS
neighbors for their numerous acts of
SINCE 1855
kindnesses extended to us during our tv Road, optometrist, was in the ice in any Knox County waters be cleaned free of charge at Ray Perry’s sand and calcium chloride piled up I
THAN
HALF
last
Summer.
City
trucks
are
now
recent bereavement.
Rockland group in attendance at tween Jan. 15, and Feb. 15, (both laundry, if delivered to him up to
William G. Williams and son, Jack,
hauling from the gravel pits in I
HALF
Dorothy C. Jackson. Mr and Mrs. Les the Sunday-Monday sessions of the days included). Tyler offers to give the 28th of this month.
PRICE
lie Milne.
State Association, held at the Pe a prize of one half gallon of any
Cash contributions will be used Cushing to replenish the stock pile, j
PRICE
Clark Island.
size live bait you want, and will al for the purchase of goods, as the
nobscot Exchange in Bangor.
LUTHER W. GLIDDEN
Baked Bean Covered Dish Supper, |
so mount the big pickerel's head on state of the black market in France
CARD OF THANKS
vestry. Friday. Jan.
TEL. 73. THOMASTON
Glenwood end stove with A.B.C. a birchbark plaque suitable to hang is such that money can do very 1 ttle Congregational
We wish to express our appreciation
MEN'S
MENS
61-tf
16 at 6.15 Sponsored by Woman’s |
and thanks to our many friends who Burner for sale In good condition in your den. Measure and weign good. President Crane announced a
Educational Club. 50 cents.—adv.
In any way remembered us during the Tel. 35-11 Thomaston or call at 41 the fish yourself and draw his out
gift
of
$50.
Cash
contributions
will
holiday season
Gleason street.
adv. line on paper. Take paper and be received by Gilford Butler. Don
Mr and Mrs. John E. Upham, Jr.
NOW
head of pickerel to Tyler. Thats all.
and Frank Tirrell. Gifts for
Once
in
a
blue
moon
the
very
best The offer closes at 7 p. m.. Sunday, Leach,
Tag Day will be observed Sat.
this worthy cause will be accepted
cooks
in
Rockland
enter
a
conspi

Jan. 24. for the March of Dimes.
Feb. 15.
gladly from many non-Rotarians
FILLY LINED
Campaign. Everyone’s support will racy in a good cause. This has
who may wish to help France. Eshappened In the case of the cooked Townsend Club will hold a public pec ally warm clothing, and blankets
be greatly appreciated.
3-6
LEATHER
food sale to be held Saturday, Jan. supper at Orand Army Hall, next
TRIMMED
A record-breaking Stock Reduc 17, at the 'Burpee Furniture Co. Thursday night at 6. Regular meet will be appreciated.
Bags for storing, will be presented
REG. $7.88
ing Sale will start Jan. 15 at 8 a. m. store, starting at 1.30. A large ing to follow.
Licensed Lady Embalmer
by Lutie Jones and Fred Farns
1-2 PRICE
All
Types
of
Commercial
at the Richardson Ac Libby Store group of these mothers, who art
In Thomaston. H gh Quality cloth Rockland’s top flight cooks and cake [ Doubtless, readers of the article worth.
Rockland Tel. 810
Guests and visiting Rotarians
Photography; Groups,
ing and footwear for men and j makers have decided to make this in the Friday issue regarding the
558 Main Street
HUNDREDS OF EXTRA
women at great savings. Come and special cooked food tale a rousing hlghline fishing vessel for the port were C. A. Gallupe, Mars Hill; Ar
thur Burke, Augusta; Percy R. Kel
Thomaston Tel. 1P2
Weddings, Industrial,
see for yourself
* success because every single penny | in the past year have been a little ler,
Camden
and
Tom
Balkcom,
22 Knox Street
of it will go toward making possible confused by the figures published Yarmouth, N. S.
Marine and Insurance,
Washington trip of the Rock as the second position boat was
ROCKPORT
DEAN’S SAUER KRAUT the
land High School Seniors this given a higher total than that of
Russell Avenue
District Deputy Grand Master
Aerial.
Spring. Hence this super quality food i the leader. The correct figures for Nestor S Brown was in Camden
One Gallon Jars. 3 Vo or
Tel. Camden R32i
sale. It will be the talk of the the leader, the David A., should Friday night to present a 50-year
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
Six Gallon Kep
or 643
town. Cm’tm down to Burpee's Sat j have been 2,363,000 pounds while jewel to Frank Alexander who
urday afternoon, but early.—adv. ♦ i those announced for the Flc. are cor joined Mt. Battle Lodge IO.O.F.
HAROLD A. DEAN
rect at 2.265.000 pounds.
TEL. 645-W,
ROCKLAND, ME.
March 31, 1896 He had previously
24 Hour
2’5
been a member of a lodge in Massa
Ambulance Service
NORTH
HAVEN
chusetts for three years. Follow
66-tf
HERE ARE A FEW MORE
TEL. 907 or 770
, The American Legion Post and ing the presentation there was an
97*tf
; Auxiliary held a joint meeting entertainment dancing and refresh
Thursday night. A social time with ments.
games and refreshments was enSUBSCRIPTION
(joyed.
Unity Guild has elected as offi
HEADQUARTERS
leers: President, Maud Simpson
vice president, Doris Shields; sec
ALL MAGAZINES
FOUR DAYS A WEEK retary. Florence Brown; treasurer
PUBLISHERS' REP.
FOR PAINTERS AND CARPENTERS
Bunker. Committees are
Mon., Tues., Fri., Sat. Elizabeth
CARL M. STILPHEN
to be appointed later.
Effective January 12, 19 48, this store will make
Mr. and Mrs. John Lermond en
LADY ASSISTANT
Also Saturday Evening tertained
deliveries between 8.00 A. M. and 11.30 A. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Em
M HOUR AMBULANCE
SANFORIZED
N. TROW, Prop.
erson at dinner and cards Saturday
SERVICE
96-tf
4*5 night in honor ot Mr. Lermond’s
Store Hours: 12.00 Noon until 6.00 P. M.
NINE POCKETS
: birthday.
PHONE 701
—Warren: 4 H Club meeting of

f

SMASH! i
BANG!!

The Weather

WE WANT TO SELL

In Municipal Court

no,000 WORTH OF OUR
MERCHANDISE

And Here Is How We Are Going To Do

It. Listed Below Are a Few Examples.

“1-2 PRICE
-- AND LESS ON SALE NOW
THAN HALF PRICE

The Sea Scouts

NO EXCHANGES—NO REFUNDS

FINGERTIP
COATS

SNOW SUITS

3.00 Now 4.45
ALL WOOL
PARKAS

FINGERTIP
COATS

5.00

Glidden Memorials

DAVIS

COMMERCIAL

FUNERAL HOMES

PHOTOGRAPHY

4.45

1.00 TIES

ALL WOOL
JACKETS

SPECIAL VALUES

There Are Many Other Items At 1-2

Sidney L Cullen

WARREN
BARBER SHOP

EXCEPTIONAL VALUES

Open For Business

RUSSELL
Funeral Home

Price and Less Than 1-2 Price!

WHITE OVERALLS

PUBLIC NOTICE

STATE NEWS COMPANY

• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND,
•4-tf

ANNUAL MBETING OF THE FIRST
NATIONAL BANK OF ROOKLAND

Notice Is hereby given that the an
nual meeting of the stockholders of the
First National Bank of Rockland will
be held at its banking rooms on Tues
day, January 13r 1948 at 10 o’clock A. M.
to fix the number of and elect a Board
of Directors for the ensuing year and
to transact such other business as may
properly come before the meeting.
Per Order,
JOSEPH EMERY. Cashier.
Rockland, Maine,
December 9. 1947 .
98-T-4

Underwood

BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 190—1174-M
11S-1U LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service

TYPEWRITERS
Underwood, Sundstrand

ADDING MACHINES
STATE HEWS CO.
MA'*: <7
Knew iCounlv

Please make your orders a day early!

SALE

DELAWARE FEED CO.

BOAT AUCTION

70 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND, ME. TEL. 616
104-4

AIR UNES, INC., ROCKLAND, ME.
Will sell its shipwrecked Lobster Boat January 17.
All interested submit bids in writing before that
date. Boat is 36 ft. x 10 ft. x 3 ft. 117 h.p. Chrysler

Crown, Marine Engine, 2 to 1 reduction. Equipped
with masts and boom and all accessories. Boat at
Rockland Boat Yard, and Engine at Hyland Machine

Shop.
3-5

Onlv One Pair to a Customer!

MEN’S4-EYELET OVERSHOES $1.00
NEW

Portable
Typewriters
State News Co.

468 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND,

MAINE

HO( K: >\n
l)i»tributnr»

3.95 VALUE

YOUR
CHOICE

777
different kinds

Magazines
State News Co.

468 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
MAINE

MEN’S DRESS HATS.. .. .. .. .. .. $1.00
or
BOYS’ FLANNEL

SHIRTS, 97c
NO EXCHANGES
NO REFUNDS

ECONOMY
Clothes Shop
Ik ROCKLAND

k

435 MAIN ST

.
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WALDOBORO
ftAfia

MRS. ISABEL LABE
Correspondent
XX Z*S
Telephone 78

The annual meeting of the Me(Hcinak Mutual Fire Insurance Co.
will be held' Jan. 17 at 11 a. m. at
Stahl's Tavern.
The Boy Scout Troop received its
charter last Tuesday, presented by
Leon Warren of Augusta, Scout ex
ecutive of the Pine Tree Council.
The Troop is sponsored by the Lions

Club. George Holden is Scoutmas
ter, assisted by Harold Gross and
Ernest Boggs.
At the Parent-Teacher Associa
tion meeting last Thursday, the
speaker. Mrs. Villa Guinn of the
State Department of Education,
presented the new trends in read
ing.
Principal Rr^sell Marshall
showed moving pictures portraying
the new trends in presenting foreign
languages and vocational guidance
in the schools. An exhibit of nooks
was held in the library. James Van
derpool, president of the local asso
ciation, presided.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hahn an
nounce the engagement of their
daughter, Helen Inez, to Cecil Hal
lowell, Jr . son of Mr. and Mrs.

Cecil Hallowell of Jefferson.
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Waltz have
changed their plans due to illness,
and are remaining in town for the
Winter.
Look on Page 3 to see the smash
ing low prices -offered by Economy
Clothes Shop, 435 Main street,
Rockland, to close out $10,000 worth
of their stock.
adv.

Heartburn
Relieved io 5 minute* or double your money back

Whenexcessstomach arid causes painful,suffocat
ing gas. sour stomach and heartburn, doctors usually
prescribe the fastest-acting medicines known for
sy innromatie relief—medicines like those 1 n Bell-ana
Tablets. No laxative. Bell-ans brings comfort in a
Jiffy or return bottle to us for double money back, 2ao

BELL-ANS for Acid Indigestion 25*

GREGORY’S SUPER-LEMON SALE
In addition to goods advertised in the Tuesday issue of The Cou
rier-Gazette we offer the following items:

$10.95

MEN’S PILE LINED JACKETS
Cotton Poplin Shell—Sizes 36 to 46

Regular Price $15.00, $16.85

$29 .75

MEN’S TWEED OVERCOATS
Kopak Lined—Fur Collar—Sizes 38, 40, 42

Regular Price, $50.00

$29.75

MEN’S OVERCOATS

IN FLEECE TWEEDS AND CHEVIOTS
Sizes 34 to 44

Regular Price $35.00, $40.00

$5.95

BOYS’ WOOL MACKINAWS

In Fancy Plaids; Some with Hoods—-Sizes 10 to 20

Regular Price $10.50

$5.95

EXTRA HEAVY ALL WOOL WORK PANTS
Sizes 32 to 42—Medium Grey

Regular Price $10.20

velvet hat was trimmed with a soft as, secretary-treasurer of the Sun
day school; Mrs. David Oxton. or
white feather.
She had chosen her sister, Mrs. ganist; Mrs. Sidney Wyllie, music.
President Herbert K. Thomas
✓S. ZS
ZS XX
Leon G Dorr of Belfast, for her
xs XX
zs
matron of honor, and Mrs. Dorr’s presided over the meeting of the
ALENA L. STARRETT
street-length dress of sheer blue parish Mr. Thomas was re-elected,
wool, was the same as the bride’s, and other officers are: Willis R.
Correspondent
ZS XV XV XX
Her corsage was yellow roses, and Vinal, vice president; Harold A.
her tiny velvet hat was trimmed Boggs, clerk; Mrs. Phillip Simmons,
Tel. 40
treasurer; Leroy McCluskey, Forrest
with a blue feather.
and Mrs. Michael Halligan,
Rev. Hubert Swetnam of Boston, Spear,
trustees; Miss Frances K. Spear,
Officers wilt be elected Friday was best man, and Richard Butler, i financial secretary; Mrs. Evelyn
night at the stated meeting of Ivy the usher.
assistant financial sec
Chester Wyllie sang. “I Love You i Robinson,
Chapter. O.E.S. Refreshments will
Mrs. P. D. Starrett. auditor;
Truly,” and the wedding music was retary;
be served.
E. Sjcar, Herbert Thomas;
Robert Wyllie of Boston, and Forrest
The Woman’s Club Study unit by
Michael Halligan, Josef Vinal, Fred
Warren.
will meet Thursday afternoon ot
Jr., Earle Moore, Sr. and
In charge of the reception held Perkins,
the home of Mrs Jefferson Kimball, after
Berry, ushers,
ceremony, at the Mont Roland
who will also have charge of the gomerytherooms,
It was voted to establish a budget
were Mrs. Leroy
program. At roll call, members may Norwood. Mrs Robert
committee to be made up of the
and board
respond, either with “What item Mrs. Harold Drewett, Wotton,
of trustees, chairman, treas
decora- I urer, financial
of news during the past year has tions , white pompon the
secretary, clerk (exchrysantheI
been of most .interest to me," or “If mums, and evergreen. Mrs. Hubert |
officio), and
six
elected„ members,
,
..
_,
I made resolutions for the new year, Swetnam of Boston, n eoe of the ,
three >'ears' George
what special one would I make for groom was in charge of the guest l W Walker. Maurice Lermcnd, and
this year, 1948?”
Mrs. Earle Moore, Sr.; and Andrew
book.
Parent-Teacher Association meets
After a short trip to Boston, Mr. ^lurao.I\’rs'
ius, Overlock' and
tonight at 7.30.
and Mrs. Kenniston will make their M"' Sidney Wyllie for one year,
Of interest to friends here is this home at a second floor apartment
Covered dish suPPer was served
announcement clipped from a Bev in the William Podkowa house on to the members and families, by
the ladies cf the church
erly. Mass, paper “Mr. and Mrs. Union street
Appointed as delegates to the
Curtland C. Brown gave a tea re
Mrs Kenniston graduated from
in May, are Mrs
cently to.announce the engagement Crosby High School of Belfast, and State conference ...
,
of their daghter, Jeanne, to SSgt. has been operator at the Warren
????
Robinson,
alternate.
Delegates
to
Gerald F. Reever of Parsonsfield, Telephone Exchange for the past
the Lincoln Association are Mr. and
Maine, formerly of Beverly. Miss few years.
Brown was graduated from Sim
Mr. Kenniston, son of the late Mrs. Ernest B. Lamb.
mons College, class of 1948 Sgt. Fred M and Alice Kalloch Kennis- | A record-breaking Stock Reduc
Reever is new stationed with the ton. is a deacon at the Baptist
Sale will start Jan. 15 at 8 a. m.
Strategic Air Forces at Grenier Church, and serves the Sunday ing
at the Richardson & Libby Store
Field, Manchester, N. H. He is the School in that church as superin in
Thomaston.
H gh Quality cloth
youngest son of Mr. and Mrs. Glen tendent. Previous to entering the ing and footwear
for men and
wood Reever, formerly of Beverly, U.S. Army in March 1942. he was a i women at great savings. Come and
now of Parsonsfield
student at the Moody Bible School. [ &ee for yourself
Officers-elect in E. A. Starrett' in Chicago. Following an honor- 1.
___________
Auxiliary, S.U.V. will be installed able discharge in September. 1943 | Look on Page 3 to see the smashWednesday afternoon at a private he has been working at the car- ina low prices offered by Economy
installation, by past president, Mrs. penter trade.
Clothes Shop. 435 Main street,
Edith Spear and aides.
Among the out of town guests at Rockland, to close out $10,000 worth
Tlie annual meeting with election the wedding and reception were of their stock.
adv.
of officers in the Volunteer Fire De Donald Barnes, Leon Dorr, James ■
------- 1---------partment will be held Wednesday L Brown, all of Belfast, Mrs. L z- I
FRIENDSHIP
at 7.30 p. m.
zie Maguire. Mr. and Mrs. Howard J
Donald B. Chase of Thbmaston, Kenniston of Rockland, Rev. Mau- j Mr. and Mrs. Frank Foster and
classification officer at the Maine rice Dunbar of Spruce Head, Miss -”ons, Walter and Randall, have reState»Prison. will speak Thursday Joyce Hills and Vivian Hutchins of turned to Orono after two weeks
at a meeting of the Congregational Norway, Mr. and Mrs Frank Hallo- , stay at their home here,
Brotherhood following supper at well and son of Thomaston.
I Kenneth Haviland of Baltimore
6.30.
Congregational Officers
1 was at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
The Philathea will continue
Officers were elected Saturday Charles Stenger for a few days durBible study Wednesday night at at the annual meeting of the Con- ilng fhe holidays,
the Baptist parsonage.
gregationa! Church and parish.
Mrs Lillian Burns and father,
S-Sgt. and Mrs. Edward Thurs
Edward L. Manning presid Fezendon Wincapaw, are passing
ton of Westover Field, Chicopee. edRev.
the former, and officers in the Winter with Mr. and Mrs. WenFalls, Mass., were recent guests of the atehurch
Miss Frances K. dall Snowdeal in Bath.
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Spear, clerk; are:
Mrs. Donald Mathews,
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Simmons
Perry
treasurer; Mrs. Evelyn Robinson,. spent the holiday week-end with
Mrs. Agnes Hall has returned Mrs.
Willis Vinal, Mrs. William Mr. and Mrs H. A. Thompson in
from Boston, where she had been
Mrs. P D. Starrett, stand Lowell, Mass.
called by the illness and death of Barrett.
committee, of which Mrs.
Mrs. Fred Young of Kingsville.
her father. Rev T. Arthur Whita ing
George W. Walker was chosen hon Texas, who was called here by the
ker, 90.
member; Mrs Leland Phil sudden death of Fred Young, Sr., is
The Teen Timers’ Girs’ Club null orarybrook. Mrs Cornelius Overlock, dea guest of Mrs. Bertha Young for a
meet Wednesday after school at the conesses;
S idney Wyllie. Sun few weeks.
home of Mrs. Roland Berry. The day SchoolMrs
superintendent, elected
members are starting a sewing proj to replace Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John Guisani (Cla
Wj lliam Cunning
ect, the articles of which will be in ham. who had resigned
rice Jameson) and daughter Eliza
after
several
the arts and crafts exhibition years of very faithful work; Ernest beth of South Ozone Park, Long
planned for April, in the schools by B. Lamb, assistant Sunday School Island. N Y . are visitors at the
the PTA Transportation for mem superintendent; Herbert K. Thom- home of Mr. and Mrs. B B. Jame
bers of the Club has been arranged
son.
for the remainder of the Winter.
Miss Janice Simmons. R. N.. of
LEGAL NOTICE
Kenniston - Barnes
CITY OP ROCKLAND MAINE:
Lewiston recently vi'ited her par
Central Maine Power Company, a cor
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Simmons
At a wedding held at the Baptist
duly organized and existing i
Church, the atemoon of New Year’s poratlon
Robert Starrett of the U. of M.
under and by virtue of the laws of j
Day. Miss Alberta Barnes, and Ray the State of Maine, and having its j was home for the holiday recess,
office and place of business
mond D. Kenniston cf this town, principal
Augusta, in the County of Kenne- '
PUBLIC NOTICE
were married, with Rev Lee A in
bee, in said State, and authorized to I
Perry reading the double ring transmit and distribute electricity in r Acting under authority vested in the
the City of Rockland, Maine, in ac Commissioner of Sea and Shore Fish
ceremony.
with the general statutes re eries of the State of Maine an excep
The couple exchanged their vow's cordance
lating to that business, hereby pe i- , tion is made to the provision of Sec
before the chancel, which was deco tions for permission, in accordance with j tion 39, Chapter 34, Revised Statutes,
rated w th evergreen, and baskets law, to e ect and maintain poles with , as follows
Rule and Regulation
cross-arms carrying wires, together !
of white pompon chrysanthemums. • with
the necessary sustaining and ‘ Ccmmcn^ing on th*1 29th day of
The bride, given in marriage by supporting wires and fixtures required J January. 1948, it shall be lawful to
her father. Albert F. Barnes of Bel therefor, upon, and along the following take smelts from tidewate- in the St.
named highways and public roads in ! George River, within 100 yards of the
fast. wore sheer white wool modeled [said
dam on said river in the town of WarCity of Rockland:
with shirred waist, rounded yoke,
One pole on the westerly side of ! rne. from the time the ice goes out.
three-quarters length sleeves, and j Brick St., and the southerly side I until April 25th of each year, both days
of Park street and northerly side of in' lusive.
with silver button trim, her corsage
Dated at Augusta, Maine this 9th day
Maine Central Railroad right-ofof American Beauty roses. Her tiny ■ the
way.
of January. A D

WARREN

MEN’S ALL WOOL PARKAS

Navy and Brown—-Sizes Small and Medium

Regular Price $8.50

$7.95

BOYS’ REVERSIBLE FINGERTIP COATS
Sizes 10, 16, 18, 20, 22

Regular Price $11.50 to $18.00

$13.95

RED POPLIN PARKAS

Insulated Quilted Lined—Sizes 34 to 42

Regular Price $22.50
BOYS’ PART WOOL SHIRTS, reg. price $3.75; sizes 13y2, 14,14y2; now $1.50
MEN’S WOOL GLOVES, reg. price 52.oo;now .......................... .’.... $1.00
MEN’S LIGHT WOOL SHIRTS, reg. price $8.50, $10.95 ■ now........................ $5.95
MEN’S RED WOOL SKI SHIRTS, regularprice $10.50; now.......................... $6.95
BOYS’ WOOL HELMET CAPS, regular price 79c; n0W......................
.25
BOYS’ LEATHER CAPS, Brown or Red, regular price $2.50; nOw..................... 50
STORE CLOSES WEDNESDAYS 12.30

Cant Sit!

FIVE DAY SERVICE

lOW'S YOUR WATCH?

MANHATTAN JEWELERS, INC.

ROCKLAND
Maine

OUR

CLASSIFIED

Expert Jewelry Repairing and Gold Plating

2-T-6

WILLIS R. VINAL. Register.

ADS

INEXPENSIVE-EFFECTIVE
For Selling, Buying, Renting Service*
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
serted once for 50 cents, two times for 75 cents. Additional
lines 10 cents each for one time; 20 cents for two time*. Flva
email words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads" so called I. e. advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, costs 25 cents additional

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOUR-BURNER Enamel Oil Stove
v,i4V) $,..«$♦
c,-- n A-l condition Sor
TEL. CAMDEN 2493.___________
4-5

CHLDS Maple Crib for sale, good
n-H t -in
~Fb 5S7-.T,
4-5
P5VANOL Red for sale
Good con
dition__ PHONE 977 W city._________4*5

FOB sue
An 8-room House, lights, city water,
corner lot 180x80 feet, 10 minutes
walking distance to shopping center;
lt‘s in Rockland. Price $2500
FREEMAN S. YOUNG
163 Main St.
Tel. 730
Rocklaad
4-lt

1941 FORD Pick-Up for sale, good
condition $650 00
ERICKSONS GARAGE Warren. Tel. 93.____________ 4*5

LOST AND FOUND
LADY’S Small Zipper Purse, contain
ing sum of mcney. in or near Perry’s
Main St. Store. Saturday afternoon.
Finder please return to THE COURIER
GAZETTE OFFCE.
Reward.
4*lt
GOLD Locket, pearls. 2 chipped dia
monds. lost between Littlefield Memo
rial Chureh and Candage's. 194 Camden
St. LUCY KEEP
Tel. 1314
4*5
NOTICE—is hereby sriven of the loss
of deposit book numbered 34542 and
the owner of said book asks for dupli
cate In accordance with the provision
of the State Law
ROCKLAND SAV
INOS BANK, by Sidney H
Bierce.
Treas., Rod land, Maine. Jan. 6. 1948.
_____________________ ____________ 2*T"6
TWO ROOM Furnished Apartment
With flUSh 'O let
Oil burner in
range. Adults only.
DELIA YORK
Ill Pleasant St., City.
3-tf
TWO Fox Hounds lost.
Male has
collar, no name; mo tly black body,
tan head, white underparts, tall half
white. Female, white and lemon. Re
ward
M J. Maloney, Cushing. Tel
Thomaston 188-3.
3*4

TO LET
ONE-HAI F-INCH
Flee trie
Drills
(Jacobs Chuck) also Tilt Arbor. Ball
bearing Saw
BITLER CAR & HOME
SUPPLY. 470 Main St. Tel 677. Rock
land.
3-5
ELECTRIC Refrigerator. 7^ cu. feet.
Large freezing compartment, 5 vr. war
ranty. BITLER CAR Ac HOME SUP
PLY. 470 Main St Tel. 677. Rockland.
3 5
TRUCK Chains. Save money at Bitler's low prices. Heavy cha'ns and big
savings.
Limited
quantity 650-20;
700-20; 750-20; 825-20
HITLER’S CAR
A HOME SUPPLY. 470 Main St.; tel
677, Rockland
3-5
THREE ROOM Fu nished Apartment
to let, heated.
Adults onlv.
TEL.
IHOMASTON 94-4 or call at 59 MAIN
ST-__ ________________________________ 3M
TWO ROOM furnished Apartment to
let
TEL 733-M; 34 FuUon St__ 4 5
FURNISHED Hea’ed
Rooms
and
Apartments are available at the FOSS
HOUSE. Tel 8060 _ __ __
l-;f
WEBBER'S INN—Board and Room by
day or week Under new management
CALL THOMASTON. 340 3.
104*It ltf

;

B-260 South Thomaston, eight-room
Farm with bath, elec., automatic gas
hot water heater. Cape Cod style. 70
acres in good hunting area. 10 ml. drive
to Spruce Head
Island, two bams,
♦fiOOO S. A LAVENDER, all kinds real
estate and insurance. Tel. Thomaston
369_____________________________ 4-lt
SUNBEAM, senior size, circulating
Heater for coal or wood; also Ivanhoe
Oil Stove, new last Spring: both brown
enameled, excellent condition. RILEY
DAVTS. Cushing.
Tel.
Thomaston
199-14_______________________________ 415
CHEVROLET Station Wagon (1941)
for sale, A-l condition. L. M. SIM
MONS, South Thomaston. Tel. 954-23.

• ______________________________ ±2
1936 FORD Pick-up for sale, in good
condi ion and new tires, radio and
heater. $325. TEL WARREN 83. 4*5
FLORENCI#Cabin et Oil Stove lor sale,
• white enamel, two burners, with oven,
in good condition, price reasonable.
TEI, 357-M or call 279 Broadway.
4-5
BLACK Double Team Harness, Stable
Blankets. Halters. Martingales, Reins,
Brushes and
Cards,
Rubber Tired
Wheelbarrows, Barn Brooms. Bull Staffs,
Water Eowls. Cow Stanchions and Steel
now Shovek $1 10. W. S.
PILLSBURY & SON. Waterville.
4 5
CLEMENT REDS will help Increase
• your profits through high livability.
1 fast growth and feathering, early ma! turlty. extra stamina, good egg size, top
egg p'odurtion.
Maine-U. S. AP
PROVED PULLORUM CLEAN. Pullets,
cockerel-, straight-run chicks.
Also
Rocks and Black Sex-Links. Write for
ytalog. CLEMENTS BROS. FARMS.
Rt-233, Winterport. Maine_____________
HOUSE Trailer, "junior Home Coach”
I for sale, sleeps 2 or 3. Good condition
Price reasonable. R W CUNNING , HAM. Camden St., Rockport. Tel. 8931.

____________________ £6

DRY 4-foot Slab Wood for sale. $2 ner
I cord in our yard or $5. per cord dellv' ered within 15-mile radius of mill, in
2 c ’d lots
JAMES ROBBINS and
SON, Searsmont, Me. Tel. Liberty 12-6.
4-7
___________________________
STORM Windows for sale. 6, 2’
4’4" with 4 large panes, 1.2’4”x4’9*” with
4 la ge panes. 1, 2'5”x3’6”. Five others
with 15 panes to window. F. D. ROWE.
Warren.
’
4*5
My Property at 158 Talbot avenue Is
for sale, including two house lots and
a partly constructed house. DR MARY
REUTER
4-6
SIX-ROOM Single House with bath,
located at 29 Gay St., City. PHONE
111-M
_________
4-5
LIVE Bait for sale the year ’round.
R W. TYLER, Lie. Dealer., South
Thomaston. TEL 243-31.
2-T-8
"PLYMOUTH Sedan Delivery Truck
WANTED
<L4j)_for sale^ TEL^ 1315-W.
3*4
WAGNER Motor for sale, 2 h.p.. elec
MEI wanted :o chop logs on Tol tric. heavy duty; good as new HERman lot, East Warren, Rt 137. NOR T ERT CRA1IS SHOP. Liberty
3*4
MAN MILLER, Rt No. 3. WaldoD*.
DIVAfN for sale, good condition, £25;
Td 209-2
4*5
21 Hill St . city _TEL 1256-M.
3-4
BOOKKEEPING Posi ion wanted. Can
do double enfrv. had -ourse at Shaw's
PONTIAC (1935) four-door Sedan for
Business College. Best of references. sale. New motor, new tires and in
A-l
condition. Apply to RED & WHITE
PHILIP BLACKINGTON. Tel Warren
3-24
4-5 MARKET, Thomaston, from 8 a. m. to
9
p
m or Tel. Tliomaston 100
3 4
HOUSE Wiring Jebs, new. additional,
SEVEN-PIECE Walnut Dining Room
or •;epair. _TEL. WARREN. 10-22
3-4
Set for sale. TEL 2C9-R,__________ 3 4
IN A RUT? Millions helped by home
NEWLY-Built Camp or Bungalow for
study
Let me tell you how
K. H
CASSENS. Box 21G Rockland.
2’4 I sale, two rooms and bath, new fixtures,
new model sink, electric stove, small
HOUSEKEEPER wan s Position in , camp outside, lot 4 rod x 8, on Rt. 1, at
adult family. Camden or vicinity. TEL 97 Elm St., Camden. Address: MRS
CAMDEN 2341
2*4’ | MAUDE L LAWSON. 148 Hancock St
PAINTING. Paper Handing and Ceil ' Brooklyn, 16, N. Y.
ing work done.
Excellent refe ence,
UNIVERSAL Electric and Oil Com
work guaranteed
HOWARD M KEN bination
Kitchen Stove for sale. Lik<
NISTON. 69 Pleasant St. Tel 1302-R new
A
ALAN GROSSMAN
Tel
2-5 135-W or 760
____ ___ __________________________
4.;
WOULD like position as housekepeer
TWO Milk Goats for $35~
Wher
for gentleman, no objection to one f.es’.i they give 2>2 and 3 qts. FREE
child; in or around Rockland. TEL. i SIMMONS. Friendshp.
74 W
103*4
VIOLIN Outfit for sale, complete
OLD Horses for slaughter. Must be J very
good.
HENRY MINER, Warren.
healthy. Highest prices paid
Call
____
______________ _______________ 3^
SPRUCE HEAD FUR FARM, Rockland
Tel 853-23
101-4
JACOB Brothers Upright Piano foi
Excellent condition, recently
ANTIQUE Furniture. Old Glass and sale. Also
Royal Vacuum Cleaner, exChina, Old Oil Paintings. Old Gold , tuned.
ce lent condition. $15. MRS. M. H
Frames, etc. Highest prices paid. Let TORPACKA,
me know what you have. CARL E 1 Thomaston 41 Main St. Tel. 105-12
3.1
FTIEEMAN, Glen Cove, Me. Tel Rock
land 103
99tf
BEAUTIFUL and
Spirited Saddl<
Hor^e with saddle for sale
HELEF
GRADUATE Swedish masseur will PUTANSU, Spruce Head.
consider a few more patrons for medi
GENTLEMAN’S Fur-lined Coat io:
cal massage. Treatments given in your
Oxford grey covert cloth, llnet
own home by appointment. Sinus. sale
Hay Fever, Migraine Headaches re wl h Marmot with Otter collar. Rea
In good condition
lieved by new method
TEL. 911-W 1 sonably priced.
3»j
between 6 and 7 p m
4*12 1 TEL 793-W_____________________
ANTIQUES Wanted.
CARL SIM i STOVES of all kinds for sale, Po
Heaters, Coal Heaters. Wood Heaters
MONS. Tel. 1240, Rockland, Me.
89tf Enanvled Ranges with gas and oil; al
makes of Oil Burners. 6” to 13’
PIANOS and House Organs tuned, leading
size; Radios. Victrolas, Electric Mo
$2 50. Pipe Organs tuned. $50. JOHN tors, Collapsible Baby Carriages an<
$3.00 Pipe Organs tuned, $50. JOHN new Cast Iron Furnaces. Have a du
HUBBBS. 69 Park St. Tel. 199 MK
plex House for sale. 6 rooms and bath
WE pay top prices for scrap Iron, each side, all in perfect condition Al
metals, steel and rags. MORRIS GOR these things can be seen at GROT
DON * SON. 6 T St.. Rockland. Tel. TON’S STOVE «fe OIL BURNER SERV
388 W.
81-tf ICE, 138 Camden street, phone 1091-W

RICHARD E. REED
CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY.
January 8, 1948
Commissioner of Sea and Shore Fish
By (signed) H. P. Blodgett,
eries.
4-T 6
Div Mgr.
January 12. 1948
STATE PARK COMMISSION
! Rockland, Maine.
Sealed bids will be received for the
' Upon the foregoing petition, it ls
rental
of Camp Tanglewood and facili
i ORDERED; That a hearing be held
at City Building. Spring Street ties on the Duck Trap area of Camden
Pin-Worms cause Fidgeting, Ii thereon
Hills
State
Park at the office of the
in the City of Rockland on Tuesday,
I the third day of February, 1948, at 4 State Park Commission. 11 Chapel
and that Awful Itch
Street,
Augusta.
Maine until 10.00 a. m.
! o'clock in the afternoon at which time
on Monday. January 26. 1948.
One of the warning signs of Pin-Worms is and place residents and owners of
The
general
conditions
governing the
a nagging rectal itch which often causes ; property upon the highways to be af- use of the o ganized camp at Cam
fidgeting and broken sleep, and may lead : fected thereby shall have full oppor- den Hills State Park may be obtained
1 tunity to show cause why such permit
to even more serious distress.
from the State Park Commission.
It is no longer necessary to put up -with i should not be granted; and that pubThe term of this lease shall not ex
the trouble caused by Pin-Worms. Science ; lie notice thereof be given by publish- ceed one year. The State reserves the
has at last found a way to lick these stub i ing a copy of said petition, attested right to reject any and all bids.
i
by
the
City
Clerk
together
with
this
born pests easily and safely with a highly
Dated at Augusta, Jan 1*3. 1946.
effective treatment based on a special, med | order of notice thereon, once a week 4-5
STATE PARK COMMISSION
ically recognized drug. This drug is the 1 for 2 successive weeks in The Couriervita! ingredient in P-W. the Pin-Worm , Gazette, a newspaper printed in the
STATE OF MAINE
I
said
City
of
Rockland,
the
last
publitablets developed in the laboratories of Dr.
! cation to be fourteen days before said
D. Jayne & Son.
To all persons interested in either
i
hearing.
of the esta es hereinafter named;
The small, easy-to-take P-W tablets act
OSGOOD A. GILBERT. Chairman,
At a Probate Court held at Rock
in a special way to remove Pin-Worms and
A C McLOON.
land, in and for the County of Knox,
relieve that tormenting itch. So watch out
WILLIAM J. SULLIVAN.
on the sixteenth dav of December, in
for the warning signs that may mean PinCHARLES BICKNELL. II.
the year of our Lord, one thousand
Worms in your child or yourself. If you
D. ROBERT McCARTY,
suspect this ugly infection, ask your drug
nine hundred and forty-seven, and by
A
true copy
gist for a package of JAYNE’S P-W right
adjournment from day to day from the
i
Attest:
away and follow the simple directions.
sixteenth day of said December. The
GERALD U. MARGESON,
following matters having .been present
It's easy to remember: P-W for Pin-Worms! I 4-T-6
City/Blerk ed for the action thereupon herein
after indicated it is hereby ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested, by causing a copy
of this order to be published three
weeks successively In The Courler-Gaj zette, a newspaper published at RockTland, in said County, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held
at said Rockland on the seventeenth
dav of February, A. D. 1948, at nine
o'clock in the forenoon, and be heard
thereon if they see cause.
ESTATE ELBRIDGE A. WINCAPAW,
late of Friendship, deceased. Petition
praying that Fessenden Wincapaw of
Friendship, Administrator, or some
MISCELLANEOUS
other suitable person, be licensed to
convey real estate situated in Friend
ship and fully described in said peti
WHAT have you for sale? Will buy
tion, and distribute the proceeds of anything that can be re-sold. P. O.
■ '.
sale among the heirs living in differ Box 351. Bath.
3*lt
ent States. Presented by Alfred Mor
GET AHEAD WITH DIESEL
ton cf Friendship heir.
Everywhere industry is turning to
Witness. HARRY E WILBUR. Esquire.
Diesel for
economical
streamlined
Judge of Probate Court for Knox Coun
power: Railroads, trucks, tractors, fac
ty, Rockland, Maine.
tories,
largo
and
small
power
and
Attest:
2-T-6
WILLIS R VINAL. Register. lighting plants. Be ahead of the crowd
prepare for this opportunity now.
You can start learning Diesel opera
STATE OF MAINE
tion and main enance while holding
To all persons interested in either of present job. If you are mechanically
the estates hereinafter nam°d:
Inclined—Wilte for free facts. UTILI
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, TIES DIESEL TRAINING, care The
in and for the County of Knox, on the Courier-Gazette.
4*5
sixteenth day of December, in the
year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and. forty-seven, and by ad
Fleet Street, London, has been for
journment from day to day from the
sixteenth day of said December, The centuries a thoroughfare of litera
following matters having been pre ture and is today the heart of Lon
sented fcr the action thereupon here don journalism.
inafter indicated it is hereby OR
DERED:
That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested, by causing a copy
cf this order to be published three
A fi6pb*JOB FOR YOU
weeks successively in The Courier-Ga
zette, a newspaper published at Rock
land, in said County, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held
at said Rockland on ‘he seventeenth
day of February, A. D. 1948 at nine
o’clock in the forenoon, and be heard
Five Ways to Buy—Cash, Budget, Layaslde,
thereon if they see cause.
Charge, Credit—with never a carrying charge
ESTATE GEORGE NASH, late of
Rockland, deceased. Petition praying
Rockland’s Original Credit Jewelers
that Walter P. Conley of Camden, or
some other suitable person, be licensed
to convey real estate situated in Rock
S76 .MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, TEL. 1202
land. and fully described in said peti
tion, and distribute the proceeds of
sale among the heirs living in differ
CHOOYSTars.
•,
ent States.
Presented by Charles S
Nash of Camden, heir.
Witness, HARRY E. WILBUR. Esquire.
FINE PROFESSION AIOW
Judge of P obate Court for Knox
County, Rockland, Maine.
Attest'
83-T-fcf
!

$3.95

USE

city.

______________________

1.

SLABS for sale. Approximately oni
cord to load. $2.50 delivered. PIONEEE
LUMBER COMPANY. Pleasant St. Tel

I ^4 M_______________________ 93t

' COAL: Egg, Stove, Nut, $20 45; Poca
1 hontas Soft, $15.50; Gas House Coke
$15
Delivered in Thomaston am
Rockland. J. B. PAULSEN. Thomas
ton. Tel. 62
031

VENETIAN BLINDS

Custom built for your wlndo
aluminum slats, colors white, eggsh
or ivory. Tape colors: mingle, du
ivory, brown, mulberry, apple gre
radio blue or black. Can UNffED HO

SUPPLY CO

U*,n

ftT Ro
7
GAS House Coke ls now avallal

land.

579-588

Tel. 939.________

$15 ton delivered for any heating
cooking need. M. B. & C. O PERI

1935 DODGE Bus for gale, 21 past
gcr first-class condition.
CAMD
THOMASTON BUS LINE. Tel. 66^

MACHINE and Repair Shop on st

and waterfront for lease. Equipn
in first class condition. Two lat
shaper, arc and acetylene weld
greasing outfit, wide variety of o
tools. New building, concrete f
grease pit. Ready for Immediate
cupancy.
Contact R. K. BARI
Stonington. Maine Tel. 51-2.
GRANITE LIVES FOREVER
Granl'e walks (any width), flrepli
posts (any size) boat moorings, s<
flagging chips, and dust for driven
(no more mud) rip rap for ail k
of fills and dock work, pier stone, n
foundations, curbing, paving bl<
ashlar and monumental stone posti
property markers and building
ports. We will deliver anywhere,
us about granite All loaded on
truck. Estimates gladly submitted
obligation.

JOHN MEEHAN 8b BON,
Clark Island, Me.
Tel. Rockland 3
A C. HOCKINO,

CW.

BvlMC M-ll

Tuesday-Friday

' Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 13,1948

VINALHAVEN

asked to return thorn, as they arc
needed.

Farm Bureau Notes

Page Five

EAST FRIENDSHIP

SWAN’S ISLAND

Did Aid Didn’t

Mr. and Mrs. Rawland Chandler
Charles Richards spent Christmas
Mrs. Althea Bickford was hostess
with friends in Rockland.
and three children have arrived
Thursday to the "Night Hawks,’’
MBS. EMMA WINSLOW
home after spending the holiday Now You See It, Now You
with every member present. Luncli
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Miller made a
Nine regular delegates and eleven
with his parents in Munroe.
Correspondent
Was served, and the evening passed leaders attended the 34th Annual business trip Sunday to Bangor.
Don’t At the Cascade
Mr. and Mrs. Raphia Smith are
with sewing.
State Contest as follows.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Pipplcello and I
TEL. 13-4
Alleys
spending
a
few
weeks
in
Rockland.
The Weary Club met Saturday at ;
children of Holiday Beach w ere i
A review frem The Courier-Gazette of happenings which interested
the home of Mrs. Kittie Webster.
W?’
Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Orcutt went
visitors Sunday at R. A. Dee's.
Last
week,
when
the Ganders took
^es5 S°ChZ
recently to Fairfield with a view
Kotkland anil vicinity during the corresponding period of 1923.
Holiday visiters at Prank Miller's I
Mrs. Mildred Rawlins was hos A social afternoon was passed, sup- JJJL
a rather drab and loosely played
* Eini Riutta. W lute Gak, !5°r.th were Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vose and
; to selling their home there,
tess Wednesday to the ' Non Enters.” per was served and the evening deto sewing and knitting.
e’}ne ®a"bOUr’
j Ray Stinson is visiting at the affair from the Skippers, Captain
Dinner was served and a pleasant voted
~
m
,
,
, Oak 4-H Club, North Warren; Ed- children Betty and Beverly of Cush- j
home.of Milo Clark in Ellsworth. Grimes was going around with an
social afternoon enjoyed.
Guests at The Islander last week ith Hunt Tip Top 4_H CIub Thom- ing, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wyllie
died
in
St.
George.
and children Neil and Barbara of' f JosePh Dondis closed a contract
_
.
,
I The Methodist Sunday School inflated chest and a defiant look in
Mrs. Eva E. Smith is guest of were G. H HammoncL Bancor; C. aston. Willa Peck sun Beam Dig- South
Warren
tor a 5IO°C<1 organ to be installed
Florence Curtis was elected pres- teachers held a party New Years
Jains Portland: Dana Smith, gers 4_B c]ub Nobleboro; Donald
Mrs. Susie Davis in Rockland,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stengcr in h‘» new theatre on Main street, ident of Joel Keyes Chapter, La- afternoon for the children, with a his eye, as if to say, "Well, it’s all
To celebrate his birthday Jan. 6.
t; E', De^b,Or2’
Reed. Hurricane Boys 4-H Club,
were visitors last Friday in Port-1 Rockland experienced a 48-hour dies of the G. A. R., in Camden. Christmas tree, games, singing and over now. My team has started and
ichaei lviliiom.
««♦
—a„ Rossitter,
North zipujcvuh
Appleton;; xieruert
Herbert luce,
Lee, Meentertained
tt
i~Jr., Ehrl Barter, Richard
'
.iwivn
ivicMichael
Williams
; blizzard. Most of the snow landed
Aba ®reend'cd in refreshments, at the home of the they can’t be stopped ’
._ Harding, Donald Bergren, R. Berg- donlak Maine-lax 4-H Club. Waldo- land.
frXents'were seVed and muste ' RThartTnV Phil ip “Ryan
of
‘
O^ff " c“o"r'Mr. and Mrs. McKenzen ar.d chil- °n the east side of the street, and Vinalhaven.
! superintendent, Mrs. Mary Trask.
But this week it was the same old
Harry
M.
Robinson
was
recom- Those assisting her were Mrs. Bertticnard Ames, Hhilip Ryan all of ner Bean 4_H c!ub, orfj.g corner; dren of Rockland, Asa Curtis of tunnels were dug in some places.
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A Jay bee s Reading >g the holldays-

WALLPAPER

RicknelVs Hardware

Only BOILING Water
Gives Full Flavor

HMBV KM KM

ALADA
TEA

New power for your BUICK!

M

factory-fresh Fireball power—a sleek
new power plant that’s the same as
the engines going into the latest
Buick cars.

Everything about it is brand-new. A
new carburetor and air cleaner help
make every drop of fuel give up all
its power. A new distributor, com
plete with vacuum and centrifugal
advance, puts new snap in your get
away and new pep in all driving. A
whole new wiring harness prevents
electrical loss. And tucked in the
flywheel housing is a new smoothie
of a clutch that'll make driving more
fun than ever.

You can get a new engine like this
because engine production is not
held back by the shortage of sheet
steel which limits complete-car pro
duction.
So we’re able to put one of these

it in.
Nice proposition, isn’t it?
Surely worth talking
over. Won’t you come
in and let us give you
all the details?

GRIFFITH’S

SPICE SETS

HISTORIC HOSPITALITY
IN A MODERN SETTING
New from fop fo bottom, this famous hotel
No. 20—
Natural Wood Cabinet

now offers you more than ever before in

food .. in service .. in accommodations, plus
MAKES IT A JOY TO PREPARE PiaMc-

MEALS

A

select variety of Purifitd prime spices ... 12 or 18 jars to the set,
in attractive cabinet. Choice of red. green, vellow. blue or black caps.

88-T-U

C. W. HOPKINS

C. W. HOPKINS

'712 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

BAY VIEW STREET
CAMDEN, MAINE

delightful entertainment whenever you come
to Boston. We'll be happy to see you af

HflWSFHfllttUJBREt
PAINTS-STOVES • KITCHENWARE
*: FORMERLY VEAHE'S''

P£ ;>

441 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

o

9

BOSTON

Convenient to Everything hl
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Miss Barbara Marr, who was a
patient at Knox Hospital has re
turned home.
Mayflower Temple P. S meets
Friday at 1.30 at the K. P. Hall.
Miss Ruth Barlow was week-end
guest of her sister. Mrs. Harvey
Kelley, East Boothbay Harbor.
The High School Seniors will
sponsor a cooked food sale at Don
aldson's store Friday at 2 o’clock.
Joseph Bradlee. who has been
visiting his daughter. Mrs John
Dorsey, in Arlington, Mass., has re
turned home.
Frank F. Curling of Providence,
has been visiting his sister, Mrs.
John Hewett.
Orient Lodge F. A. M., will hold
Fellowcraft degree Tuesday at
7.30 at the Masonic Temple.
Mrs. Robert Mayo and daughters,
Roberta and Margaret are in Prov
idence for several days. Margaret i
is taking examinations at the
Rhode Island School of Design.
Grace Chapter, O. E. S.. will
hold its annual meeting and elec
tion of officers Wednesday at 7.30
at Masonic Temple.
Mrs. Florence Benner was given
a surprise birthday shower Thurs
day night at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Philip Kalloch, Ingraham’s
Hill Rockland. Supper was served
bv Mrs. Kalloch. A fancy birthday
cake was made for Mr' Benner by
Mrs. Kalloch. A delightful evening
was spent. In the party were: Mrs.
Emma Kalloch. Mrs. Luther A
Clark and Mrs Florence BennPr of
this town. Mrs. Kenneth Reed
of South Warren. Miss Mina
Woodcock. Mrs. Mary Seavey and
Herman Killenan of Cushing. Mrs.
Benner received many nice gifts.
Richard Tonseth and daughter
Thelma, of Reading. Mass. were
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Swanholm.
Look on Page 3 to see the smash
ing low p-ices offered by Economy
Clothes Shop 435 Main street.
Rockland, to close out $10,000 worth
of their stock.
adv.

CHARLES F. PRESCOTT
Charles F -Prescott of Rockland
d ed at the home of his daughter
Mrs. Ralph M. Leighton 40 Second
street. Bangor. Friday.
Mr. Prescott, well known in his
younger days for his circus career
had been fair ng in health since the
death of his wife three years ago.
He went to Bangor a year ago to
make his home with his daughter.
He is survived by two children,
Herbert of Thomaston and Mrs.
Ralph M Leighton of Banger also
two grandchildren, Charles Prescott
of Thomaston and Miss Dorothy
Prescott of Bangor and New York.
Funeral services were held in
Bangor last Saturday Interment
in Sea View cemetery, Rockland.

More “flints’’ for mechanical
lighters are made from an alloy of
one of the rare earths.

THOMASTON TAXI
24-Hour Service
BERNARD CLARK
Phone 38, alter 7 P.M. 139-4
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

1948 Chevrolet is Massive

The Same Officers

SCALE OF PRICES
Matinee ....................................

76c
Si.20

Children under 12 at all shows 55c

Passes and Free List Suspended
for this engagement

Matinee at 2.00 P. M.
Evening 6.00, 8.15

Evening show starts with
“FOREVER AMBER”

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

ROCKPORT

Snathe

Grange Corner

NOW OPEN FOR MEMBERSHIP
Cooperative Lockers, Inc.
WALDOBORO, MAINE

Stock in This Enterprise Can Pay Up To 6 Percent
You Must Own One Common Share To Rent Family Lockers

Cooperative Lockers, Inc.

LOANS
I
I

BIG STOCK REDUCING SALE

I
I
I
I

f)

Starts Thurs. Morning, Jan. 15th at 8 A. M.

15 Days of Gala Bargains for the people of Thomaston and Vicinity.
Our store will be one grand bargain counter when we open our doors
Thursday morning. Nothing reserved, everything marked down. Buy now
and save, as prices will be higher this Spring.

_

MARINE MOTORS
We Are Now Showing

CAMDEN THEATRE

TUES.-WED., JANUARY 13-14
“NIGHTMARE ALLEY”
Joan Blondeli, Tyrone Power
THURS.-FRI., JANUARY 15-16
Admiral Byrd’s
“DISCOVERY”

Starts Sunday

At Our Regular Prices

PACKARD
MARINE MOTORS
F. D. WINCHENBAUGH
FRIENDSHIP, MAINE

58-tf

Plus Second Thriller

Uncut! FuH-Langth!

GILBERT C. LATTE

GONE WITH
THE WIND

FUNERAL HOME
9 MOUNTAIN ST, CAMDEN

TEL 822S

CmcUk

aletHlv

MEN’S DRESS SHIRTS, were 3.50; now ... $2.69
HEAVY WOOL HOSE, were 89c; now........... 65
HEAVY ALL WOOL HOSE, were 1.50; now .. .98

Bargain Prices!
20 PERCENT DISCOUNT ON ALL RUBBERS!
(This includes both heavy and light weights)

SPECIAL!
ONE LOT MIXED WOOL HOSE................... 29
MEN’S CARTER’S OVERALLS while they last $2.95
MEN’S WORK SHOES, 5.95 grade.......... $4.75
BALL BAND HEAVY 10 in. PACS, 5.95; now $3.95
BOYS’ MACKINAWS, were 10.95; now .... $7.95
MEN’S MACKINAWS, were 9.95; now ... $6.95

Johnson and Fisc Bros. ALL WOOL ZIPPER
SHIRTS, 6.95 value; now.................. $4.95
LADIES’ NYLON HOSE, slightly irregular ,. .79
Hundreds of Items All On Sale That Space Does Not
Permit Us To Print!

DOROTHY 8. LAITB
3.00 to 10.30

Weekdays,

2.00, 6.25, 8.30

Saturday,

2.00, 6.40, 8.40

STRAN I
TEL. 893

UNION

itriTut,

Roadshow Engagement

Evening

and a corsage of white hyacinths.
-tional, St. Thomas and Our Lady
Mrs. Clark graduated from Union
of Good Hope. Several women's or
High School, class of 1947. She is
ganizations also sent representa
CAMDEN
now attending Wilfred’s Beauty
tives: American Legion Auxiliary,
Camden Man Writes That He
Academy in Boston. Mr. Clark at
Monday Club and Garden Club,
tended Union Schools. He served
while other women’s club signified
Is Candidate For Repre
MISS HBI.HN M RICH
MRS CHARLOTTE HAWES
one and one-half years in the
their interest in the work of the
Correspondent
Correspondent
sentative
Foundation and their willingness
Army, the last year being spent in
Japan. He is now employed by his
to participate in money raising
Rockville, Md., Jan. 10.
Tel 2214
Telephone 2-21
projects.
father in the Belfast to Boston
I have decided to enter my name
Transportation Co.
_____________________________
The March of Dimes Campaign
in the Primaries for re-nomination
starts Jan. 15 and will continue
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd McFarland until Jan. 30. Full co-operation of
Frank Williams and Richard
A record-breaking Stock Reduc
to the Hcuse from the electoral di
of 122 Upper Washington street, local residents is hoped for as at Gleason spent Sunday skiing in ing Sale will start Jan. 15 at 8 a. m.
vision of Appleton. Camden and
Hope. I have had the honor of
Camden, gave a surprise party for this time the Knox County Chapter North Conway.
at the Richardson & Libby Store
the former s mother. Mrs. Evelyn has only $100 in its treasury and
representing these towns in the last
Miss Agnes Day and Miss Charl in Thomaston. H gh Quality cloth
two sessions of the Legislature and
McFarland of Pownal. There were this will be used before the Drive, otte Clark of Augusta spent the ing and fcotwear for men and
I feel that I can do a better job
four generatons present. Guests Among the projects
already week-end with Mr. and Mrs. George women at great savings. Come and
with this experience.
j were: Mr. and Mrs. Paul McFarland planned is a community beano Day.
see for yourself
j and two sons, Paul and Tommie; party Jan. 19 in the Opera House.
Mr. and Mrs .Roscoe McFarland and
-----------------Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Jameson and
Look on Page 3 to see the smash
! son Roscoe, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Me- § Look on Page 3 to see the smash- family of Waldoboro spent Sunday ing low prices offeree by Economy
*'
y
Farland, Mrs. Evelyn McFarland, in? low prices offered by Economy with Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wallace. Clothes Shop. 435 Main street.
i!K
'
Mrs. Marie Morton, mother of Eve- Clothes Shop. 435 Main street,
The Basketball game with Bridge , Rockland, to close out $10,000 worth
adv.
' lyn McFarland, grandmother of Rockland, to close out $10,000 worth Academy was postponed until Tues- ” their stock,
j Roscoe and Paul McFarland and of their stock.
adv.
day night. They will also play
great grandmother of Paul, Jr. and
Brooks at Union Friday night.
GLEN COVE
i Tommie; and Roscoe McFarland.
SOUTH THOMASTON
Faye Robbins, daughter of Mr.
| Lunch was served. Two large birth
Mrs. Charles Hare spent Wednes
Mrs. Ellena Fredette of Ash Point and Mrs. Holman Robbins observed day in Portland as guest of Mr. and
day cakes were cut by Mrs Evelyn
■ it being her birthday. Gifts were was elected worthy matron of For her fourteenth birthday by enter Mrs Henry Baldwin of Camden,
get-Me-Not Chapter at its first taining at her home Monday night. who motored there.
| n order.
Her guests were Jeanette and Juan
I Schools will close at 12 o’clock meeting of the year Jan. 5. Other ita
Miss Emily Hall was guest Sun
Upham Frances Guyette, Syl
Thur'dav in order that the teach- ! °®cers elected are: Charles Watts,
day of Mrs. Guy Overlook.
m may' a«end a luncheon and ^ypatron; Mrs. Ethel Godfrey, via Farris, Elaine Robbins, Faye
Those who attended Limerock Po
The over all simplicity and massiveness of the new, 1948 Chevrolet it well afternoon meeting of the Teachers’ associate matron; Alfred Fredette Austin, Joan Knight, Sandra Mor
Grace Caiderwood.
Annie mona Grange held Saturday in
shown in this three-quarter view of the Fleetmaster Sport Sedan. Fenders, Club at the Snow Bowl Lodge. Com associate patron; Miss Susie Sleep ine.
secretary; Mrs. Annie Dennison, Moore and Helen Page. They en Camden were Mrs. Herbert Wal
hood, body and door panels all blend; and the crease moulding, below the
missioner of Education Harland A er.
treasurer; Mrs. Martha Sleeper, joyed games and the selections dron. Mrs. Charles L. Gregory and
windows, is wider than that used in previous models. Note the new T-shaped
Ladd
and
the
members
of
his
staff
chrome center bar on the radiator grille
conductress; Mrs Mildred Harjula, Faye played on her new accordian. Mr. and Mrs Charles E. Gregorywill be present to discuss educa associate conductress. Officers ap- Refreshments included birthday
tional problems with the group.
When tea was first used in the
po nted are: Mrs. Virginia Bird,
Community Hospital Auxiliary is marshal; Miss Louise Butler, ward cake, ice cream and sandwiches.
United States some people ate the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Howard
Hawes
have
holding an all day meeting at the er; Gilford Butler, sentinel; Mar
leaves with butter and threw the
Congregational Parish House today. garet Knowlton, organist; Mrs. Vic moved into their new home, built brew away.
opposite
his
father
’
s.
At 3. 30 p. m., Dr. C. Harold Jame toria Clement, soloist; Mrs. Jennie
Donald Karl Again Chosen
Mrs. Bliss Fuller will be hostess
son will speak to the group Tea Anderson, chaplain; Mrs. Madeline
Mrs. Lord and I have been in
To Head the Ingraham
E. A. OHAMPNEY
Thursday to the Friendly B’s.
will ba served at 4 o'clock. A Record Maloney, Adah;
Mrs.
Norma
this town which is a suburb of i
Correspondent
attendance Is expected.
Mrs. Zena Nelson went to Port
Bible Class
Waterman, Ruth; Mrs. Marian
Washington, since the middle of Oc
Z*X ZV ZV
Members of the Good Cheer Class Thompson. Esther; Mrs Belle Ro land Monday to visit her sister,
tober. We are living in a trailer > Donald L. Karl o? the Post Office
will present "The Old Peabody Pew” barts, Martha; Mrs. Elsie Brown, Mrs. Fred Sherrard.
Tel. 2229
court and enjoying it. Dorothy is - staff, was re elected president of
Feb. 4. at the Congregational Par Electa The finance committee is
Mrs. Lila Burrill is a patient at
here and Dwight lives about 15 miles Ingraham Bible Class of the First
ish House. This play, originally composed of Frances Norton, Gil Camden Community Hospital.
away, so we enjoy being with our 1 Baptist Church, at the annual
Mrs. Edna G. Ingraham, of Rich written by Kate Douglas Wiggin ford Butler and Louise Butler. In
family much.
Clark—Alden
meeting last night All other offi
-___
for the church in her home town, stallation will take place Jan. 26
I get into the sessions of Con- i cers were re-elected, including ards Hll, announces tv,.
the engage- Buxton has
many years been
Miss Priscilla Alden, daughter of 1
gress and attended several hearings Frank B. Rokes, vice president; Ed ment of her daughter. Joyce Anne, reenacted annually in the same with Miss Winifred Burkett of Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Alden, and ]
on Un-American Activities. We ex mund A. Wotton, treasurer; Ra- to James F. Martin, of Griffin, Ga. church, and has, in addition, be- Camden, installing officer.
Randall Clark, son of Mr. and Mrs. ,
pect
to
spend
considerable
time
In
xv.
.
r, ■
, Phael S. Sherman, secretary; G. Miss Ingraham graduated from come a favorite for amateur actors
Byron Clark were married Satur- If your nose some-1the Capitol buildings before Spring ! Carl cassens, teacher; Leslie A Rockport High School, and attended everywhere. Tickets will be on sale
ih.
,y,„ timesfillsupwithstuffytransientconHOPE
day night at the parsonage of the gestion-put a few drops of Va-tro-noi
It is not too cold here and no Packard, assistant teacher, and
Look
on
Page
3
to
see
the
smash
the
Ballard
Business
School.
She
by
members
of
the
Good
Cheer
Universalist
Church.
Rev.
Dr.
John
■ in each nostril. It quickly reduces consnow, although we had a small Miss Barbara Clark, pianist.
' weeks in the Visa Division of the Class and at the Village Shop after ing low prices offered by Economy Smlth I.owe performing the double 1 gestion and makes breathing easier in
amount of snow last month.
A lobster stew supper, prepared
Clothes Shop, 435 Main street, ring ceremony. Their only attend- j a hurry . . . gives grand relief from
A happy and prosperous New ’ under the direction of John L. State Department in Washington, Jan. 15.
The University of Maine Glee Rockland, to close out $10,000 worth ants were Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Ler- sniffy, sneezy, stuffy distress of head
Year to you. We look forward to Stahl was served by Misses Jean D. C. Mr. Martin has been in the
mond of Rockland.
: colds. Follow directions in the package.
students of their stock.
adv.
receiving The Courier-Gazette with Merrill and Alice Kinney. A pleas- Navy s x years, four of which were Clubs, consisting of 120 Professor
The bride wore a brown and beige
served Overseas, and is stationed at under the direction of
news from home
, ing program, followed the business present In Washington. The wed- James Selwood. will present a conRead Tire Courier-Gazette
suit dress with brown accessories. VICKS VA-TRONOL
Charles E. Lord. ' meeting. This included the singing
ding will take place in the early cert in the Opera House. Jan. 22 at
I of a hymn, led by Kenneth H Cas Spring.
8 p. m. They are appearing under
! sens, with Miss Clark at the piano;
The G. W. Club will meet today the auspices of the Outing Club
vocal duets by Mr. and Mrs. Ken
and the proceed^ of the concert will
David Carroll of Union, Grange neth H. Cassens, with Mr. Cassens with Mrs. Mary Whitman.
be used for the benefit of Winter
The Wesleyan Guild will meet to Sports
deputy, and staff, will install the i at the piano; piano solos by Miss
Development. Tickets are
offlcers-elect for White Oak Grange. Charlotte Cook, pastor’s Assistant night with Mrs. Alice Welt.
on sale by members of the Club
North Warren, Friday night. Seven ; and church organist, and a vocal
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dodge, Ume- and at The Village Shop.
Tree Grange of Union, is invited. ! solo by Miss Clark, with Miss Cook rock street, are the parents of a Miss Helen Hoyt of Presque Isle
Supper will be served, and members j at the piano.
daughter, born Friday night at Bel was week-end guest of Miss Helen
not solicited, are requested to fur
Tb" princ'pal feature of the fast Hospital.
Rich. Miss Hoyt expects to leave
nish sweets.
meeting was an Intensely interesting
Yorkle’s Pine Tree Minstrels will for Florida the last of January to
Mrs Ruth Wiley of North Warren, I r • < bv Mrs. Ada McConnell, who present a minstrel show Wednesday spend several months,
lecturer for Knox Pomona Grange, told of her experiences as a public at Town hall. The proceeds will be
Dr and Mrs Harry Tounge, Jr.,
Get your applications In now and attend the annual meeting the third Tuesday of February.
has received one of the blue rib health nurse in Massachusetts and applied to the Methodist Church were in Portland over the week-end
All drtails of expenditures and plans for the future will be discussed at that time.
bon awards from the State Grange, in Kennebec, Lincoln and Sagadahoc furnace fund.
to visit Dr. Tounges parents who
for completing a successful frater counties, and of her service as a
The Baptist Ladles' Ciicle will start for California early this week
nity program and chain, last Oc nurse for three years in England meet Wednesday with Mrs. William
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge will
tober. Fourteen subordinate and ’ during World War II
meet Wednesday beginning with a
three juvenile Granges presented | Mrs. McConnell was introduced E Whitney.
Picnic supper at 6 30. Those not so
programs in connection with the by G. Carl Cassens, chairman of
Look on Page 3 to see the smash licited are requested to take a cov
link ceremcny, and were united | the committee which arranged the ing low prices offered by Economy ered dish contribution.
with the Pomona Grange. The meeting. Prayer was offered by Clothes Shop. 435 Main street.
Join this active community enterprise now. Fill in the application printed below, and assure
March Of Dimes
award bears the words, “Frc- Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald, and Rockland, to close out $10,000 worth
yourself
of the many benefits to be received when the plant is completed in the Spring.
A
pre-campaign
of
the
Women's
ternity Program Award, a chain there was a short talk bv Mr. Mar- I ot their stock.
adv.
Division of the National Founda
of links, anc} gold fringe.” Mrs. Donald, who came late from a
Do not send any money with the application—set your own time for payment.
tion for Infantile Paralysis was
Wiley is in her third year as speaking engagement at the Ki
I. JUDSON PUTNAM
held Tuesday at St. Thomas Parish
Pcmona Grange lecturer, and has wanis Club meeting.
Former
Selectman
Israel
Judson
house. Mrs. Thomas Frenchjr..
just completed her fifth year as
Mrs. Hyman Lunt assisted Mr
lecturer in White Oak Grange. The Stahl in the kitchen Mr. Cassens’ | Putnam, for many years a mem- chairman, introduced Mrs. Harold
...-____
a— ivuiumict
w. Stahl ber ot Knox County bands, died B Dumont of Skowhegan, who is
ribbon came .......
from the
State_______
Grange
committee included John L.
I hereby apply for membership in and subscribe for shares of the capital stock of
by wav of the State Grange lecturer and Ernest L. Brazier. Those pres- yesterd®y afternoon on his return the Maine State Advisor of Worn; ....
w:„.,____
1
__
.
_ home from
a
from aa business errand
errand. He en’s Activities
in a.,,
the kt
N. -m
F. ▼I. r»P
Mrs. Lottie York, of Winthrop
Cooperative Lockers, Inc., as follows:
ent were: Mr. and Mrs. Elmer B had been
a
farmer
and
shipworker
Mrs. Dumont gave a resume' of
The date of the postponed joint Crockett. John L. Stahl, Mrs. Helen
One share of common (votingI stock, par value ten dollars
the work done by the Foundation,
installation of juvenile Granges of MeK nney. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest L. [and was universally liked.
Mr.
Putnam
was
a
native
of
both nationally and locally by
North Warren ,and Appleton, has Brazier. Donald L. Karl. Miss Char
shares of preferred stock, par value twenty dollars
been set for Jan. 24 at Wh’te Oak lotte Cook, Miss Barbara Clark. Thomaston, son of George and Knox County Chapter. She stressed
Grange, North Warren, offices to Frank B Rokes, Mr. and Mrs Mar>' Rowell Putnam. He is sur- the importance of research, train
I agree to abide by the by-laws as they now exist or may hereafter be amended.
be seated by Mrs. Harriet Carroll of , Claron Shaw, Mr. and Mrs Ken- vived *>y his wife, Mabel Barbour ing personnel and the educational
It is agreed that locker space can be rented when available only by members of Co
Union. Juvenile Grange deputy neth H Cassens, Mrs. Frank H Putnami a son, George Sterling program of the Foundation which
operative Lockers, Inc., in accordance with uniform terms and conditions as pre
and her staff.
j Ingraham. Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Putnam of Camden; four grand is made possible by five percent of
scribed by the Board of Directors.
Gregory. R. S. Sherman, Mr. and children, Mrs. Albert Barlow. all funds collected locally. The
Mrs. Bert S. Gregory. Mr. and Mrs. Thomaston; Mrs. Keith Hall, Santa other fifty percent which remains
Name
| Edmund A. Wotton. Rev and Mrs. Rosa, Calif.; Malcolm Jackson of in the local chapter, Mrs. Dumont
j J. Charles MacDonald. Mr. and Mrs. Thomaston and Paul Putnam of said, furnishes care, treatment
Camden; and a sister
Mrs. Jennie transportation
appliances
and
Ansel E. Young. G Carl Cassens Dnrno»v,
Address
Town
r.....
Putnam of Thomaston
other necessary materials to give lo
and Mrs. McConnell.
cal polio victims every possible ad
Membership approved by Board of Directors
MRS. EUGENE M. CLARK
vantage towards minimizing the
SAWNCS
PCM!"
I Date I
crippling effects of this dreaded di
________________________ Mrs. Cassandra O Clark, widow j
sease.
____ _ ____________________ __ of Eugene M. Clark, died Jan. 7 at
Among those attending Tuesday’s
the annual meeting of
the home of her daughter. Mrs.
(Clerk)
the thom aston national b ank ; Robert A. Campbell, 499 Turner
meeting were representatives from
these churches: Baptist. CongregaNotice Is he-eby given that the An- ! street, Auburn.
~J?eetln,'T °L t,he Stockholders of : Deceased was born in Palermo.
The Thomaston National Bank will
win be
nc I
__....
, ■
held at thelr banking rooms Tuesday. Oct. 8, 1862, the daughter of TheoTo pay bills—Taxes—-Repairs t<
January 13th 1948. at iooo o’clock a m dore and Mary (Gilman) Osgood. ■,
„ ■
- •• P> - -------- - ---------- In 1885 she was married to Eugene home-Finance a car-AppHances
and electing a board of Directors for
the ensuing year, and for the transac M. Clark and moved to Camden I —Or any other purpose, figun I
.
_ . ■
tion of any other business that may where he was in business for 35 ■ . .
years. Mr Clark died in 1920 She oul how much youl1 «“«,-T“ke
legally come before them
Per order
was a charter member of Seaside | > year or longer to repay—Come |
HAROLD P. DANA.
98-T-4
Cashier Chapter O.ES. Camden and an
in and see us today.
honorary life member
Mrs. Clark is survived by two sons
NEW ENGLAND
and two daughters, Theodore E.
Clark of Ohio, Stanley O. Clark,
FINANCE CORP.
Boston. Mrs. Robert A. Campbell,
407 MAIN STREET
Auburn and Mrs. Sherman J.Rokes.
TEL. 1133
Rockland, also six grandchildren,
ROOM 203, SECOND FLOOR
Theodore, Jr.. Arthur, Gaylord and
TODAY, WED., and THURS.
Carter Clark and Mrs. Warren A.
OVER EUGENE S STUDIO
King, all of Ohio and Miss Con
A Double Chiller-Diller
stance O. Campbell. Auburn and two
great grandchildren. J'mmy and
Jerry Clark of Gibsonberg, Ohio.
I Funeral services were held Friday
■ in Auburn. Interment in Camden
Saturday at Mountain View CemeMEN'S DRESS SHIRTS, were 2.95; now .. $2.39
SHOES FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY AT
itery.

Enjoying The South

THOMASTON

Son. Shows,
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BOCKLAND

Licensed Funeral Director

Not Recoinn’cndcd For
The Weak-Hearted

ROBERT E. LAITB

Shows Start at 2.00 and 6.30
Last Complete Show at 7.55

EARLE EAMES

COMING FRIDAY-SATURDAY
JOHN WAYNE
“GABBY” HAYES

in

Firenroof Garage Co.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

87-tf

J-tf
A

GOOD

JOB

fOR

YOU

READ THE ADS

II. S. Army

••TI1E LUCKY TEXAN”
F IN L

PROFESSION

REMEMBER, THE DATE IS THURSDAY, JAN. 15; THE TIME 8 A.M. THE PLACE

NO

W'

RICHARDSON & LIBBY
90 MAIN STREET,

THE TIMFS

f

THOMASTON, MAINE

TEIfPHONE 345-3
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The Auxiliary of St. Peter's
Church met in the Undercroft
Thursday night for its annual meet
ing and elected these officers: Mrs.
Bernard Kaler. president; Mrs. Ar
thur W. Marsh, secretary and Mrs.
Frank M. Thompson, treasurer.

Social Matters

A Betrothal

Page Sevetf

Golden Rod Elects

Oscar Flint, Late Of the U. S. Mrs. Elizabeth Seavcy Will
Navy, To Wed Thomaston
Head Maine’s Largest
Girl
Chapter

This And That

Methebesec Club

Won First Prize

Listens To Interesting Biog Miss Pauline Havener’s Etch
raphies Of Leading
ing “Faces,” Spoken Of
Americans
Very Highly

James Harding, who was called
Mr. and Mrs. Carl J. Swanholm of j The annual meeting of Golden
"Progress of America through Bi
Miss Pauline Havener, daughter
here by the death of his mother, Eliot street, Thomaston, announce
ography” was the subject of well- of Mr. and Mrs. Pierre L. Havener,
Rod Chapter O.E.S. was held Fri
Mrs. Fr ank F Hard ng has returned
the engagement of their daughter, day night at the Masonic Temple.
prepared short biographies of sev North Main street, a student at the
to New York.
Ruth Elaine, to Oscar Edward Flint, Mrs Elizabeth R. Seavey was elect
eral well-known personages, as pre Museum of Fine Arts in Boston re
Mrs. Nelle Penley of the Bangor of Fulton street Rockland.
sented by Mrs. George Avery, Mrs. cently Wen first Albany Institute
ed worthy matron, William P
Daily News has been a recent visitor
Miss Swanholm is a senior at Seavey, worthy patron; Mrs. Alta P.
Otis Albee and Mrs. George Davis. Purchase Prize for Black and White
Nathan Berliawsky, proprietor of
W
k
.
a.
».
with her etching entitled, ’Faces,”
in Rockland.
Thomaston High School in the Dim ck, associate matron; James
Biography is essentially a study held by the Pr nt Club of Albany
the Thordike Hotel left Sunday for
a three months vacation trip which
class
of
1948.
in
personalities.
In
the
lives
of
at
iheir National Exhibition of
M.
Pease,
associate
patron;
Miss
Mrs Millie Thomas entertained
will include a lengthy visit to Mex
Mr. Flint is the son of Mr and Katherine A. Veazie, secretary; Mrs. Gold Eggs With Sauce Ghaudfroid Benjamin
Franklin,
President Prints.
the
E.F.A.
Club
at
her
home
on
ico. Having been in every State of
There were 155 contestants from
Robinson street, Saturday at a pic Mrs. Wendell C. Flint and a gradu Helen E. Bean, treasurer; Mrs. Vir- 6 hard-cooked eggs.
Thomas Jef.erson. Walt Whitman,
the Union, and a considerable por
all over the country, including not
nic dinner, htnoring Mrs. Hattie ate of Rcckland High School in g nia L Knight, conductress and 1 tablespoon chopped olives.
Susan
B.
Anthony.
Thomas
Edison
tion of the Orient, he now has a
Dav es on her birthday. Mrs. DaMrs. Esther M. Novicka, associate 5 tablespoons mayonnaise.
and Chief Justice Holmes, may be ed artists, such as Stow Wengennatural desire to see what lies the
Vjes was ^e recipient of a lovely 1945. He was recently discharged conductress.
Mrs. Clara Watts. | Dash of paprika.
read the history and progress cl rath and Armin Hcmdeck A grand
other side of the Mexican Border.
prize for the winner from among
birthday cake made by Mrs. Flor- from the U S. Navy and plans to Mrs Florence Philbrcck and Mil- ,
America.
Cooked
chopped
mushrooms.
JGhe trip is being made leisurely in
ence pjinbrook and many birthday be employed by the United States ton M. Griffin were elected to the I
Bern in different periods, in dif group winners, of which Miss Hav
Cut
eggs
lengthwise
and
remove
| This new Packard car.
Weather
Bureau.
ener is one, will be awarded later.
cards. Prizes were won by Mrs.
F nance Committee
yolks. Mix yolks into smooth paste ferent surroundings and circum
No date has been set for the wed
• Hattie Davies. Mrs. Cora Smith and
Installation w 11 be held Friday witli mayonnaise, olives and pa stances, all are bound together by The jury consisted of Ernest Fiene,
Harold W. Look. Jr., was home
ding.
, jjrs Florence Philbrook Members
night. Jan. 23 with the retiring ma prika. Fill white shells with mixture a common faith. Each believed in Yasuc Kuniyoshi and Arthur W.
from the Maine Annex at Bruns
i present were: Mrs. Hattie Davies,
tron and patron. Mr. and Mrs. Win and cover with Chaud-Froid sauce the American dream and tried with Heintzelman
wick for the week-end.
In speaking of the award, Mrs.
I Mrs. Nell e Newbert. Mrs. Grace
field Chatto as the installing offi while still warm. Sprinkle chopped all might to make that dream come
R A. Douglas, chairman of exhibi
Rollins. Mrs. Annie Collamore. Mrs
cers.
assisted
by
Mrs.
Gertrude
S
true.
All
six
were
typical
Ameri

mushrooms in any quantity resired
Mrs. Elizabeth Williamson pre
Mrs. Pauline Bartlett is in East- j
French. Mrs. Annie Morton.
Boody as marshal and Mrs. Ivy ’probably about a half pound) over cans—simple. friendly people who tion committee, wrote. "The print
sided at a meeting of the Opportun port to attend the funeral of her Lizzie
will be a valuable addit.on to the
Mrs. Cora Smith and Mrs. Florence Are Attending the Mt. Ida Chatto as chaplain.
top. Place in refrigerator for sauce cared passionately for freedom, for permanent collection of the Print
ity Class Thursday at the home of mother, Mrs. Roy A. Burr. Mrs. Philbrook.
Annual
reports
of
the
secretary
justice
—
who
wanted
an
America
to
set
and
serve
cold.
College
In
Newton
Cen

Mrs. Bernice Leach; 31 members, 3 Jane Foley will supervise her (
____
treasurer and finance committee
in whic hhumble folk could find Club, and they feel fortunate to
• * • •
guests were present. Reports showed Specialty Shop during her absence
have had the opportunity to ac
circle supper in the vestry of the
ter, Mass.
were read and shew the Chapter to
happiness and opportunity
Chaud-Froid Sauce
71 calls on the sick had been made,
Mrs. Charles M.“Bonzy, Jr , and Uriversalist Church Wednesday
be in very good condition at the
‘‘We cannot possible fail,” said quire it.”
?9 Christmas Cheer baskets were
1
cup
cream.
Two girls from Knox County, close of the year. At the present
Susan B. Anthony a ter each fresh
____
delivered and boxes containing son Charles III and Charles M. n gnt'
Miss Norma B Howard of Un’on and time Golden Rod Chapter is the t tablespoon flour.
humiliation and defeat, knowing in
White Cross work had been sent
2
tablespoons
butter.
Miss
Aurie
R.
Willis
of
South
Hope,
I Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary
fifth largest in the State, with 490
her heart that the spirit of free
|-.out. Mrs. Anna Brazier. Welfare Mrs. Bonzy’s parents. Mr. and Mrs will meet Wednesday night at the have returned to Mt. Ida Junior members
1 tablespoon granulated gelatin dis dom
and justice for all is too strong
15Chairman, reported several cards Harold W. Look. Broadway. They Legion Hall. Supper will be served College in Newton Centre. Mass, for Reports were also given by the
solved in hot -water.
in America not to triumph in th"
had been sent to sick and shutins. were joined Saturday by Dr. Charles by the Comrades at 6 o’clock. the second smeester of their Senior committee of the Rainbow Assembly, 1 teaspoonful lemon juice.
end. "Nothin? counts but hard
Mrs. Rose Shaw, program chairman M Bonzv. Jr. Charles III is re Members take prizes for beano.
year
Mrs Elizabeth Seavey. chairman, Salt and pepper to taste.
said Edi'on. who for years
presented the following program. maining for a visit with his grand
Put butter and flour in top of work."
Miss Howard, who was vice presi and by the director of the Masonic
Readings by Mrs. Bernice Leach ana parents. the others returning to Mr. and Mrs. R. Morton Estes dent of thp Commercial Service Club Temple Corporation A memorial double boiler. Blend, add cream and worked on an average of 20 hours
where the entertained Sunday night at their at Rcckland High in 1946 is major- was presented by Leroy A Chatto stir until thickened. Then strain a day For 40 years Justice Holmes
Mrs. Helen Bean, with quiz and Sherwood -at-Na tick
to prepare himself for his
games by the Class. Refreshments Bonzy’s sre moving into a ne Talbot avenue home, honoring Mrs. ng in se.ietarial sciences. Daughter for Mrs. Mat e Little, Mrs. Agnes through fine sieve and add gelatin, studied
great role. At the age of 93 he was
lemon juice and seasonings. This still
were served by Mrs. Ethel Colburn, home.
John Duff and Donald Estes on cf Mr. and Mrs. John L. Howard, Harding and Ira Shuman.
Brownie Troop No. 6 met Satur
studying.
Mrs. Frances Clark. Mrs. Katherine
their birthdays. A social evening she was active in basketball and
day with Mrs. Marie Studley. lead
Supner was served by the men, sauce is also very good when served
‘
God
Grant.'
wrote
Franklin
to
Tonian
Circle
meets
Wednesday
with
meat
or
fish.
Collins. A banquet will be held
club affairs at Rockland High. with Frank Maxey as chairman.
a friend in 1789. "that not only the er. Fifteen mem'oers were present.
night with Mrs Earl McWilliams. was enjoyed with refreshments, in glee
• • • •
Jan. 29.
Miss Wills, active in the Senior
cluding a birthday cake. The guest
love of liberty, but a thoro know Fach girl planned and presented her
Luncheon
Potatoes
MINK—GRINNELL
Sam Savitt is in Boston this list included; Mr. and Mrs. John play at Uniop High in 1946. is ma
ledge of the rights or man. may own part in the entertainment in
Mr. and Mrs E. Carl Moran. Jr., week.
Miss Grace Grinnell of Belfast, 2 pounds potatoes (boiled in skins, pervade all the nations of the cluding: Carol Cash, acrobatic danc
Duff, Mr. and Mrs Charles Duff. joring in the secretarial course. She
were in Brunswick Saturday to at
peeled and diced.)
Miss Louise Veazie. Miss Betty is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. formerly of Appleton, was married
earth, so that a man may set his ing; Ann Eavitt, reading; Jean
tend the Bowdoin-Tufts swimming
Harvey
Willis.
Miss Joan Look and L George O’Brien Frank Sawyer. Mr and
to Keith Mink of Appleton, on the 3 or 4 hard cooked eggs.
foot anywhere on its surface and Stewart, song; Carolyn Snow,
UJneet. Paul Moran scored for Bow- Loeber, Jr., were week-end guests Mrs james Moulaison. Mr. and Mrs.
2
cups
medium
cream
sauce.
evening of Jan. 3. at the home of
say: This 1? my country.” Benia dres cd up her cat; Adele Grossman,
The W C.T.U. meeting scheduled Rev Harold Nutter in Washington. 6 slices bacon
1 doin which won the meet.
of Mr and Mrs. Harold W. Look, f.iucoln McRae. Jr Mr. and Mrs
min Franklin’s hop< 157 years ago is magi; tricks; Deborah Levinthal,
Alternate layers of potato, sliced our principal goal today. If Susan tap dance and a magic doll with all
Broadway. Miss Look passed her Donald Kalloch and Donald Estes. for next Friday has been set ahead The double ring ceremony was used.
to Jan. 30.
Men’s Furnishings and Women’s holiday recess from the University
The bride wore a gown of light eggs and cream sauce in buttered B Anthony were living today she its achievements; Jud th Marr, song
Shoes on sale this week at greatly of Maine with her fiance’s parents,
blue wool crepe with corsage of baking dish. Place bacon on top and would be astonished at hov. com Barbara Muller, read part of Alice
At the Educational Club meeting
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Maurice
Lovejoy
reduced prices Duality shoe Shop. Mr. and Mrs. Louis G. Loeber in Friday in the Congregational vest
were in Lewiston Sunday to visit pink rosebuds Miss Bernice Grin place in moderate oven '250-375 de pletely her dreams have come true. :n Wonderland and played another
310 Main street, Rockland.
4-lt White Plains. N. Y.
ry, Mrs. Diana Pitts will have a their 'daughter, Mrs. Carrington nell, sister of the bride, and a sen grees F.) When bacon is brown on But she would be crusading, for part of it on a re ording. The group
F"'ier n the Dell” and
discussion of U. N. E. S. C. O. by Stanford, of Wayne, who is a surgi ior at Gorham Normal School, was one side turn and let brown on the progress is a path that has no end.
five High School Faculty teachers. cal patient at the Central Maine maid of honor. She wore blue crepe other. Serve.
Walt Witham worked 6 years on ‘‘Jingle Bells.” Mrs. Studley passed
,i m. i-raskers and the girls
and a corsage of pink rosebuds.
There will be a question period fol General Hospital.
his exalted book of verse, jotting
Strong Hearts Awake
Lyndon Mink brother of the
lowing the discussion. A baked bean
down the lines on ferry-boats, gave an imitation of their voices
supper will be served at 6.15. Fol
Strong hearts aflame with poetic wharves, buses. To signify democ and the other girls tried to guess
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Simmons groom was best man.
Mrs. Mink is the daughter of
fire.
lowing the supper Ex-Gov. Sum spent the week-end with Mrs. Sim
racy and the simple things he the animal. Next week the group
will visit the Fire Station. Guests
ner C. Sewall will speak to the mons’ sister. Mrs. Ralph Woodward Frank Grinnell of Springfield Spend their scant time through life's called his book Leaves of Grass
fleeting hours
group. The men are cordially in in Dover-Foxcroft, called there by Mass. She graduated from AppleMethebesec Club met at the horn" were: Mrs Frances Muller and
vited to attend.
the death of Mrs. Simmons' father, ton High School in the class of Dreaming, visioning soul’s desire
of the pres’dent. Mrs. H P Blod daughter Wilma. Mrs. Louis Phil
1944 and from Waldo County Gen Ol Utopian gentleness, lacking gett, with 1(1 present; Friday was lips and daughter Janice and Verna
J. E. Lindsey.
Marie Studley
eral Hospital School of Nursing in
strife.
Eriiwin Libby Relief Corns com
a very stormy day.
Mite Club was entertained Mon September 1947. and was employed Devoid cf meanness and touched
pleted all business for the year
Mrs. Carl Stilplirn. chairman of
with melody sweet
Thursday night; elected delegates day afternoon by Mrs. A. D. Morey, as a nurse in that hospital before
OWL’S HEAD
Youth Conservation for the Methe
Through days entire.
to the annual convention; made ar School street. Prizes were awarded: her marriage.
besec Club, and for the Maine Fed
Mr. and Mrs. Lorimer Walker and
The groom, son of Mr. and Mrs Time moves, and striking forward, eration of Womens Clubs, called children. Lorimer, Alma and Surangements for installation of offic Mrs. Clifton Cross and Mrs. Arthur
ers. and heard reports of Christ ma Haines with Mrs. Haines also win Tvan Mmk of Appleton, graduated Poets bring harmony through writ attention to the fact that some 18,- zanne were d rner guests Saturday
activities. Mrs. Paris Ames, Past ning the traveling prize Special from Anpleton High School in the
ten line
0(ri womens clubs in the U. S„ are of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Wcdoman.
Corns President, will officiate at In guests were: Mrs. Clifton Cross, Mrs. 'class of 1140. He entered the Air Banish strife in verse heroic,
banded together to promote Health.
The Sewing Circle met Friday
stallation service'
while Mrs. Hector Staples and Mrs. Sanfo'H Corps in 1944 and served as a tnil- Carry thought of hope in love di Recreation. Education. Employ night at the home of Mrs Nina
Adelma Mullen. P.C.P. will act as j Delano. Mrs. Arthur Haines will jjuner on a Liberator B-?4 Bomber
ment, and Vocational Guidance Prry The next meeting will be
vine.
rf.
I The young couple will make their Focus eyes to the stars, and like the among the youth of our country. w.th Mrs. Alice Woodman.
State Conductor. The services n’c entertain the club on Jan. 26.
to be semi-public. Refreshments ! Word has been received that Mrs , home in Anpleton where the groom
eagle in flight.
She said:
Anyone having news items for
is engaged tn the dairy, poultry and Soar high to glimpse the glory of
will be served, with Mrs. Lizzie
“Youth is the bridge over which this column may call 386-14.
Harold
E.
Jackson
is
much
improved
lumber business with his father.
French as chairman. Mrs. French
the sky.
every human being must pa's in his
in health. Her address is Westport
Mi" David L. McCarty enter
•'resented questions of U. S. Presi Sanatorium.
or her journey from the state o
The mysticism in a poets heart
Westport,
Conn.,
and
tained T.H.E. Club at her home on
dents; Mrs. Mabel Richardson
SOUTH
HOPE
1
Breeds
harmeny,
gives
flavor
to
his
helplessness
and
dependence
to
thp
would be pleased to hear from
reading on “Taxes” and Mrs. Plum she
life.
challenge of responsibilities and Broadway last night. Prizes were
Elmer "art's tractor was recov
awarded Mrs. Walter Ladd, Mrs.
mer. “Hr,me.”
Delegates. Mrs. friends.
ered1 Satrday from Lily Pond after Seeking open ways and pastures far independence The structure of th" John
M. Richardson and Mrs.
F'enah. Mrs Rose ISawyer. Mrs. Cpl Carleton V. Thurston. US Ma three ind a half dnvs’ labor and
removed from strife.
Bridge of Youth will depend upon
Martha Sleeper and Mrs. Ruby Ma- rine Corps, has returned to his sta . P'e heir) of a diver, who on his firs* Nutriment comes to him in fields of the inherent quality cf its materi Daniel Paulitz. Lunch was served.
kenin were elected Refreshments tion in Argentia. Newfoundland fol descent found the tractor embedded
als and the skill with which they
light.
of home-made candy was served at lowing a 10-days’ furlough spent in six feet of mod. 150 feet from Strength comes with glory of the have been moulded into a func crossing if the materials are strong
intermission, furnished bv Mrs with h’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. shore. Activity at the pend attract
TV mre
night.
tioning unit. The traveler over that and the architects have planned
Mrs. Beulah Larrabee and Jascn W. Thurston. Gurdy street. ed: manv spectators who spent the Advance thy dreams with con bridge will have no difficulty in with care and foresight."
O' Sleenpr
Slef
Mrs. Gladv' Murnhv were chosen
Mrs
fldence,
tims around a fire smoking, talk
‘' • directors
H i rp
of the G AR Memorial
Mrs. Feme Brown Spring, a
The poet bids the world.
or roasting het decs.
teacher at Tyler School fell cn an ingMrs.
Association.
Hazel "art was hostess at a Make merry while the sun shines
icy sidewalk Thursday night while
Wednesday to Mi'' Muriel Ere the darkness fall.
Mrs. Arthur S. Jordan Mrs. Jo carrying a bottle of milk to her giartv
Childs. Mrs. Dorothy Childs. Mrs. Take courage by the hand and
seph Lamb, Mrs. Raymond Jordan, Rankin street home, cutting her Mildred
gently steer thy ccurse
1 Thorndike Miss °nsie Lea
Mrs. Fred Jordan and Miss Gene right wrist so seriously that she was vitt, Mrs
Loui'C Moodv. Mrs. Edith Prosperity in nobleness will follow
vieve Mair entertained at the home confined to the hospital until Fri Ludwig. Mr'. Eunice Gilchrest. Mrs.
in full force.
of Mrs. Arthur Jordan. Camden day night., She returned to her Geraldine Revnoh's Mrs. Winona
K S. F.
street, last night honoring Mrs. teach ng duties Monday. Mrs Spring Brown. Mrs. Edith Willis. Mrs. Chloe
Rockland
Ralph Hopkins at a stork shower. is also the organist at St. Peter's Mills, Mrs F'”th Overlock. all of
• • • a
The table decorations were green Episcopal Church and on Sunday this place: Mrs Hone Crabtree. I Oh, Liberty, can man resign thee?
and white. Buffet lunch was served. was replaced by Mrs Mary Dins Mrs. Jennie Payson. Mrs. Kav Guv- Once having felt thy generous
Mrs Hopkins received many lovely more.
ette. and Mrs. Ruth Sole of East
flame,
gifts. Invited guests were; Mrs.
The Jolly Workers Club of the Union. Refreshments were served. Can dungeon bolts and bars con
Clover Weeks. Miss Dolly William
Mrs. Susie Hemenwav was a re
fine .thee,
son Mrs Ruth Mazzeo. Mrs Mar Iiit.elield Memorial Baptist Church cent
visitor at the home of her Or whips thy noble spirit tame?
guerite Haskell. Mrs Annie Denni met at the home of Norma Dorman, brother,
• » » a
Edwardi Oxton, in Thomas
son. Mrs. Ruth Levensalpr. Mrs. i Warren street. Devotions were giv
Guatemala will give beef cattle
Flora Gray, Mrs Charlotte Hop en by Charlotte Dean. Patricia ton.
Josenh Oath has returned from importers a bonus for every head
kins, Mrs. Martha S"nter. Miss Bisbee was elected secretary and Knox
if livestock imported by them.
Hospital.
Adelaide Holmes. Mrs. Louis Brown. Charlotte Dean was elected treaMrs. Frances Norton of Squth
Mrs. Ruth Ann Karl, Mrs Estelle 1 surer. Those present were Ann Thomaston
was guest Wednesday of
TRY LA TOURAINE TEA
MATINICUS
Bitler. Mrs. Peggy I,add. Mrs. Vel Blood. Beverly Young. Alfreda Pey- her sister. Mr'
Josie Robbins.
Miss Henrietta Ames is witli Mr.
ma Marsh. Mis- Jeanette Gordon |rv, Patricia Bisbee. Patricia Achorn.
0EU
THE BEST
Mrs.
Mildred
Mills
of
South
Thom

Mrs Ethel Jordan, Mrs. Sarah Patricia Holbrook. Charlotte Dean.
Mrs. Fred Phiibrook for the
called Wednesday on Mrs and
Winter.
Marsh. Mrs. Maud Marsh. Mrs. Jackie Moore. Lucie Lewis and aston
Ruth Bryant at Gould's Nursing
Genuine Permanent Finish
Elizabeth Hanson. Miss Frances Norma Dorman. The next meeting Home
Hilda and Eileen Ames were overMair. Mrs. Doris Jordan. Mrs. is to be held Thursday at the home
Mrs. Amelia Dornan of East Union inight guests Monday of Mr. and
Barbara Russell. Mrs. Harriet Cow of Patricia and Sally Achorn, Jef visited Thursday with her parents. Mrs. D W Ames.
THIS LOVELY
an Mrs Rov Ellis. Mrs. Maizie ferson street.
| Mr. and Mrs. Leo Lajoic of St
Newenmbe M-. Bettv Russell. MrsGeorge were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Genevieve Mair. Mrs. Francps
Edwin Ames from Tuesday to Fri
Crispy white organdie to make your windows fresher than
Blackman. Mrs. Vera Johnson, Mrs.
day. Elizabeth Mackie returned
Doris Damon. Miss Athlene Rob
ever! 72” long and 34" wide each side. An amazing curtain value
So Soft
home with them.
inson. Miss Dorothy Sherman. Mrs.
Gilbert Ames and Celia Kirk have |
—that is truly worth $5.0(1 today. Come in early while these are
Marion Cook and Mrs. Verona MilSo Natural Looking
been guests at Norris Young’s.
still fresh and plentiful.
'6r'
School began Wednesday after a
vacation of two weeks.
So Easy To Manage
A
Maine's Popular Advisor
JUST RECEIVED
A. M. Ripley was a recent busi
Made to sell for every cent ol $5.00
«
ness caller in Rockland.
IS GIVEN BY US
Mr and Mrs. W. L. Anies and
FOR ONLY
daughter Eileen were supper guests
if.
Over 20 Years Helping Folks
Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer
Sqnd 5 Questions, SI and Stamped
Ames.
Jc Envelope. Full Page Reading ItiWi clluded.
63x34 .............................................. $3.45 frThird Street,
Bangor. Me.
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Hemenway.
1 INGER WAVE
70-T-tf
Mr. and Mrs. John Howard of
WITH SHAMPOO
81x36................. ............................ $4.98 $
Union called Thursday on Miss
Edith Overlook, at Mrs. Chloe
Mills’.
Linoleums and Floors Washed,
Mrs Lucretia Pushaw hps re
Waxed and Polished Elec
turned from Camden where she was
trically.
employed as nurse
Sizes 14 to 20
Charles C. Childs spent a very
DOROTHY FEENEY
375 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME. PHONE 142
profitable evening in Rockland re
TEL. 603-M, ROCKLAND
Guaranteed Washable
cently.

V

Rockland Junior Women's Club
i 'will meet tonight at 8 o’clock with
Mrs. John Estes. 109 Talbot aven
ue. The committee heads will meet
at 7.30.

I

, T Club was entertained Friday
night at a dinner party at the
home of Mrs. E. Carl Moran to cel
ebrate its 20th anniversary. The
dining room was lovely with a can
delabra with pale yellow roses and
yellow candles as a centerpiece. A
birthday cake was an added at
traction. This neighborhood group
had met each week for 20 years.
The evenings are spent in sewing
for Miss Corbett or for their own
projects Baskets have been sent
to needy folk at Thanksgiving. The
members are: Mrs. Rhnma F Philbrick, Mrs. Carl Christoffersen,
Mrs. Chauncey Keene. Mrs J
Weslev Thurston and Mrs. Earle
MacWilliams of Rockland and Mrs.
Earl Achorn and Mrs. Zelma Dwinal of Rockport.

Knox County Girls

Girl
Scouts
Newslites

SENTER#CRANE'S

January Sale!

ORGANDIE RUFFLED CURTAINS

PERMANENT

BURDELL S DRESS SHOP

$3.98pair

$

Rev. Ruth Mathias

BLACK CREPE (Rayon)

*5.00

DRESSES

Household Service

$1.00

- s12.75

BEAUTY GILBERTS SAL0N

LADIES’ PIGSKIN GLOVES

91-tf

SCOT Z J

DEAFENED;?

^WALTEBk^RIG

Ask Us Why More

People Weor the

iV'LH VkV'

&

Than All Other

one-Unit

HEARING AIDS
Combined

i Get fktt booklet on Deafness
Cleg. $5.98 Value

$4.98

GOODNOW’S PHARMACY
Fred L. Goodnow, Prop.

HAIN and PARK STS., TEE 444
KIX'KI.ANI*. Mt

□ Y deciphering a disk on which is .inscribed
** a message in a long-dead language. Pro,,'osor Jones, the hero oi this novel, comes into
possession of a strange and Lightening power.
Ml he needs to do is point a Lager at a livinj
ibject, say the magic word, ‘ZOTZT—and till
That the mild-mannered proiessoi has this won*

drous power — is di**»vered by h
frier.ds when they see him “ZOTZI* a pesky
moth. He decides, patriotically, to offer his
services to the Government, to help shorten the
war. While waiting to hear ffow thy White
House. Professor Jones again demonstrates his
astounding power. A ma 1 dog is “ZOTZfd"

in a most convincing manner. He tries to con
vince the White House, the Army, the Navy
and the Secret Service of the importance of his
Secret weapon, and ends ».p pointing the
finger at—But read for yourself his hilarious
adventures in Wartime Washington, in a novel
that sparkles with wit on every page- "ZOTZI"

’ ?
*
c o «

L-------------------- J

At The Snow Bowl
Work of Past Months Reflect
ing Itself At Popular
Winter Resort
The Snow Bowi area, operated by
the Camden Outing Club, is in full
operation. Considerable work has
been done on the area during the
past year, and it is in excellent
condition.
Use of a jeep has been given to
the Outing Club by one of the
members, and the club has bought
a mower to attach to the jeep, also
a snowplow. With these attach
ments, the ski slope was mowed
last Summer, and cleared of all
alder sprouts. It is now in perfect
condition, and needs only two or
three inches of snow for skiing.
The jeep, with its snowplow at
tachment, is now clearing the ice
in iront of the Lodge House, when
ever there is a snowfall, so that
there is always skating available.
The ski-tow is operating better
than ever before, and at a speed
about double that of last year—
around eight miles an hour
The Outing Club is putting on a
stunt to raise money to buy a new
ski rope, to have ready when the
present rope wears out. Members
and the public are being asked to
purchase a foot of rope at 15 cents a
foot, school children, for instance,
are buying a foot of rope, their
parents several “feet." The Club
has just started on this, and is go
ing “up the slope" new—77 feet of
rope have been bought so far. 2.290
feet in all to go, to reach the top
and back to the bottom of the slope
again.
The flrst in a series of Outing
Club suppers, ooen to the public
will be held tonight, at the Snow
Bowl Lodge sponsored by the
house committee. Supper, baked
ham, pineapple, vegetables, dessert
will be served from 5.30 to 7 30.
There will be tobogganing, skating,
skiing, weather permitting.
The ski-slope is flood-lighted and
the tow will run Friday night for
night skiing, from 6 to 9. There
was night skiing each meht last
week, as well as during the day
time.
A meeting, sponsored by the ski
committee, will be held shortly, to
get policy and plans formulated for
ski instruction ski patrol, meets,
etc., according to President Milford
Pavson. The meeting will be open
to the public, and particularly to all
skiers. Pavson also hopes to have
a torch-light skiing event at the
Snow Bowl slope some evening this
Winter.
A great deal of work has been
done on the grounds and Lodge
House at the Snow Bowl tliis past
year. A cement cellar has been
constructed under the R9-foot rus
tic Lodge House in which there is
space for a garage, for toilets, and
a large game room. The kitchen has
been enlarged, renovated and new
equipment installed Running wier nas been piped in. The grounds
have been landscaped around the
Lodge House, and parking areas
cleared. Work is still going on. and
when completed, this Winter sports
area will be one of the finest in the
East.
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of questions asked by veterans at
the Rockland office revealed that
a "little knowledge Is a dangerous
thing.” Many veterans know that Results Are Presented In
Its Chapters
the VA administers National Serv
. are ready at all times for out
ice Life Insurance, disability com
Second Annual Review
Robert F. Murphy. Officer-in- pensation, training, medical at
breaks of “polio," give all possible
By “Billboard”
aid to local medical and health Charg-e Veterans' Administration Of tention, and other lesser benefits,
authorities and provide funds, fice, Community Building, Rdfltland. but they are not well enough ac
Results of The Billboards second
equipment and
technicians Maine.
quainted with them to see their
wherever needed.
applicability to their own situation. annual Music-Record poll indicate
During
the
month
of
December,
Experience has proved that a sim that Uncle Sam's citizens gave their
. finance train'ng courses in
modern treatment techniques veterans and their dependents in ple explanation of the numerous top-tune preference in 1947 to Peg
through scholarships for quali the Rockland area contacted the complex and changing regulations i O’ My Heart, Near You and That’s
fied persons.
: Veterans Administration Office, lo- governing veterans’ benefits given My Desire. In the record end, their
went out to Heartaches as re
. co operate with state and coun- 'cated in the Community Building by a qualified Contact Represen ta- i hearts
of the VA will gain for most corded by Ted Weems on both the
ty rehab litation agencies by re- |-n Rockland, for many and diverse tive
Victor and Decca labels. Mean
ferring to them handicapped benefits, according to Mr. Robert veterans increased advantages.
“polios who need asistance in Murphy, Officer-in-Charge, in a Murphy pointed out that his of while for the music publishers two
fice is ever ready and willing to re other ditties, Anniversary Song and
becoming self-suppcrting.
statement released today.
ceive veterans and their depend Linda were especially gratifying as
.co-operate with local health au The leading subject for the month ents with questions on veterans' the top 1947 sheet music- sellers
thorities. maintain an education had to do with Education and benefits.
along with Peg.
service program to keep the pub- Training On-the-Job. 30% of all
The survey gives honors for best
Word has been received author
fully informed on “polio.”
contacts involved questions and izing the extension, up tc and in selling disks in the retail stores to
applications concerning this bene cluding July 31, 1948, of the liberal Perry Como, Art Lund and Hoagy
was named after a Fred Crockett, fit..
health requirements for the re-in- Carmichael with the gal leaders in
Eaptain of the steamer Fire Fly, Veterans are still insurance con statement of National Service Life this category including Jo Stafford,
Dinah Shore and Margaret Whit
later replaced by the Hercules— scious, as evidenced by an increase Insurance.
ing. Among singing andj cr instru
Dix Island to Rockland. Who re of 5% in number of contacts on
Under
the
extension
of
this
lib

that subject; 24% of the veterans
mental groups The Harmonicats,
members them?
eral
opportunity
to
re-instate
lapsed
The slogan of “The Dunker's contacting the office were doing G. I. Insurance, a veteran may The Andrews Sisters and The Three
Club" of Illinois may be of interest something about reinstating their submit an application for reinstate Suns emerged as top sellers for the
“Dunk and we dunk with you— National Service Life Insurance or ment without taking a physical ex retail merchants.
converting their term insurance to
the counters the most popu
Slop and you eat alone.”
usually provided his larOver
bands of 1947 were Vaughn Mon
One of the most interesting re-'a permanent plan. 11% were inter amination
health
is
as
good
when
he
applies
marks I have read about in ages ested in medical treatment afforded as it was when the insurance first roe and Ted Weems. Best-seling
album laurels went to Al Jolson
was that by your City Manager, by the V. A
lapsed.
with Dorothy Shay and the late
Mr. Farnsworth .who said about The remainder of contacts in
In
addition
Term
Insurance
(the
volving
V.
A.
benefits
were
tabula

Glenn Miller running second and
as follows: “The City Government
plan
of
insurance
first
issued
in
ted
as
follows:
6%
on
Readjustment
th'rd.
will, in no way, stand in the way
The Billboards 1946 Annual
of any employe who can better im Allowances: 4% on Disability Com service) may be re-instated by the
payment
of
only
two
monthly
prepensation
benefits;
4%
on
Claims
Music-Record
Poll was accepted in
prove his financial condition some
bv dependents; 4% on Vocational 1 miums, regardless of how many the show-world as the most ex
where else."
the Term insurance has haustlve and accurate year-round
Without going into the merits of Rehabilitation; 3% on G, I. Loan ; monthsunpaid.
Furthermore, the business-report and popularity-rec
the affair I thing the City fortunate Guarantee; 3% on Pensions; 1% ; been
amount
of
the two monthly premi- ord ever devised. The 1947 survey
in having Mr. Farnsworth as city on Appeals; 1% on U. S. Govern ; urns paid for
the
re-instatement is looks forward to similar recogni
ment Life Insurance.
manager.
A separate group of veterans ' only for as much insurance as the tion. Its results are based on re
Well remembered Clyde Thom
wishes to reta n—the en ports from record dealers, disk
as is home for a visit and there Is visited the office on matters relat ! veteran
tire amount of insurance held in jockeys, juke box operators, music
mutual recognition between him ing to benefits other than those service
does not have to be re-in- research organizations and listen
and the Roaving Reporter, as for- administered by the V-A. 9% of all stated unless
the veteran desires.
ing pasts, which are utilized in Billrner ‘chums, which means that 1LLonlB.?.ts tiad
,do
Non-V A
Complete information and tlie board's regular weekly mimic popu
time has been good to both. Clyde (Benefits, comprising a great variety
short re-mstatement ! larity charts. The total number of
had prepared a paper for the an- l°f subjects on which the VA's Con- ' simplified
niversary of Longfellow exercises i^^^^bresentative can bt of as form may be received at the Ro?k- such reports, represented in the
land office of the Veterans Admin i year-round annual music-record
but sent word that he was too ill sistance.
poll goes well over 110,000 for 1947.
to come that day, so Prof. Dresser A review of Interviews and survey istration.
asked me to take over, which I did,
and am sure there was a sigh of
relief from all when I had finished.
As a public speaker I was a dud.
I have been reminded of it in re
cent letters. It was an affair about
which one might feel ashamed, but
the intent was to amuse the school.
Certainly not to annoy Prof. Tay
lor.
I started working on page 74 last
month and, as usual, in the well
known pink’ of condition. In fact
was back on roller skates at Toledo
this last Summer, and been here
once.
I hope all will have the best of
health, and ‘A Happy New Year.'
F. C. Simmons.
'

FIGHTING INFANTILE PARALYSIS
The Foundation

is ever alert and ready to combat
epidemics whenever and wher
ever they occur.
assists Chapters in epidemic
emergencies, advances additional
funds when needed, mobilizes and
d spatches equipment, materials
and technical personnel to
stricken areas.
. evaluates new methods of treat
ment and makes such knowledge
available to everyone.
. provides funds for training phy
sicians, nurses and physical
therapists in modern methods of
treatment.
. . maintains an education service,
publishes and distributes fac
tual information about “polio"
for professional and public use.

Recalls OH Days
Highly Interesting Letter
From Fred Simmons, the
Doughnut Maker De Luxe

Watertown. N. Y.. Dec. 28.
Editor o' The Courier-Gazette:—
Your paper has answered many
questions, some Of long standing,
this last year, and each issue has
been a pleasure to read.
I enjov many sketches of a hu
morous kind in The Black Cat as
the one of some time back about
the old fellow eating an ice cream
ccne with over coat flapping, on a
cold day.
The explanation of Doc Reed's
broken rib. The report of the fight,
las'. Spring, when one had "success
fully trained for an inner tube
around the midriff was one of the
best I ever read for a bum fight—
I went to town reading that—I
could imagine them opening the
paper and asking Wots it say?"
I have read the pro and con
sketches about meters, school bonds,
the fish smell, the cement dust and
other subjects, and both sides have
been allowed space for their views.
I think if there is enough left of
the School Bonds to furnish a
wooden pail and tin dipper for
each room you will be lucky at
present prices.
The meters in Detroit call for
50c. at Toledo 25c ino units) Syra
cuse. Watertown and Rcckland 5c,
and cent units. Our first meters
called for cne hour only 5c but la
ter replaced with the 12-minute
unit * which is very satisfactory.
I was a pupil at Purchase street
school the Fall and Winter of 8283 and wonder who. besides my
brother "Bill”. Charlie Prescott and
George Brackett still survive?
As youngsters George and I were
inseparable in 'act so much so that
Tommy boxed both our ears the
same morning and moved us “down
front."
Yen, guessed it—Spitball artists!
and how! I was much interested in
the production of Spoonhandle,
and in hopes to see a familiar
scene.
My greatest thrill is in seeing a
familiar name, knowing that some
former fri nd is still living, or a
question answered.
Some years ago I read of Miss
Pauline McLoon playing on the
School basketball team. I told
Unemployment Commission High
my wif - that if she was the daugh
ter
of
none would run circles
Makes Impressive Show aroundBert,
her if she was like her Dad.
ing For the Year
It was in the group picture of the
that I was finally an
A total of 47,365 unemployari launching
the picture of the ye&r for
men and women were placed in swered.
me.
jobs during 1947 by the Maine Un
The picture of the well remem
employment Ccmpen ation Ccmm;s- bered
M-M-B polo team, and base
s on .according to L. C. Fortier, ball team
of WiU French, with its
chairman. Included in the total famous battery
of Chummy and
were 14.789 veteran placements, Horace was scanned
very eagerly—
Fortier said. This marks a 26.6 per T. recall the cry or Horace
to “Put
cent increase over 1946 figures, when
over the right field fence Hod!"
37,333 placements, including 13.443 her
And he often would.
veterans, were made
I am pleasantly surprised at the
During 1947 jobs were found or many
that I find—In the very
developed for 1571 handicapped per
sons. including 794 hand capped small section of “Pelt Hill" I note
veterans, according to the sum the following Brother Bill. Profes
sor Henrv Howard and daughter
mary.
At the close of business Dec 3! Corinne. Mr. and Mrs, Philip How
Maine's 16 unemployment compen ard and son Conrad, Jimmy and
sation commission offices listed Alice McIntosh all within a stone
17,153 men and women actively seek throw of my former home.
Among my co-workers in the
ing jobs. Of this total 7358, were
veterans. These figures represent telephone business mentioned were
an unemployment total swelled Miss Mabel Spear, Bob Packard
largely by temporary cessation of and Ibrook Cross as locals—Fez
considerable seasonal work n com Miller, Maurice Orbeton and May
mercial fisheries, food processing, nard Bird out of town.
I am in touch with Preston How
and building and highway construc
ard by letter and hear about Ellis
tion.
In those same offices there were Ripley indirectly—What a gab-fest
orders for 3008 workers in varied we could have if possible!
Joe Chase comes home for a vis
skilled unskilled and semi-skilled
occupatons as the year ended. In it after a long absence—We were
addition there were orders for 8293 classmates in Georgia Sweetland’s
men for woods work in large or Intermediate. Joe sang The Span
small operations scattered through ish Calvalier for his recitation and
it is still remembered—-It is about
out Maine.
this time that Ralph Smith plays a
march a? school ends for the given
TENANT’S HARBOR
period. Did anyone ever see Ralph
A record-breaking Stock Reduc without his smile, and pleasant
ing Sale will start Jan. 15 at 8 a. m. .greeting?
at the Richardson & Libby Store
As distance goes, Dan Packard
in Thomaston. H gh Quality cloth almost goes through my back yard
ing and footwear for men and when driving through Syracuse—I
women at great savings. Come and .would enjoy meeting him there to
see for yourself.
_______ ’ at least say “Hello!" if and when.
Mrs. Harry DeForest Smith is
home for a visit. The following may
be of interest to those of the early
90s.
The class of '93 was having a "Bo
hemian Festival” in Willowby HaU.
A tent was put up I was blacked
up.etc., and was told to tell for
tunes at five cents each. A long
wait and Fanny Bunker ventured
in. The good fortune spread rapid
ly- If the reader can imagine 42
young ladies, in their ‘teen's and
twenties they will understand the
magnitude of the job.
Next morning Mr. Smith asked
me what I wa? trying to do to him.
WE USE
Said I had him married to five dif
ferent girls! I told him that all
GENUINE FACTORY
ssemed tarnation pleased about it.
The then Miss Hilda Wood later
PARTS
became Mrs. Smith! I wonder if
she remembers about it?
“Where’s Alf Black?” I have
been bellering for some time, in
fact wrote for information as to
•his whereabouts. Alfred appears, in
the best of health, and it was nice
to know that all was well with him.
DeSOTO, PLYMOUTH
So it will go semi-weekly, every
familiar name a very pleasant re
SS-81 RANKIN ST.,
minder of the distant past.
ROCKLAND
I The origin of the hole In the
97-T-tl
doughnut was familiar to me, but

Placed In Jobs

MILLER’S
GARAGE

something ol a coincidence as I

New Fish Licenses
Lead To Much Confusion
Especially Among the Smelt
Fishermen
Maine coast fishermen are up in
arms over the new fishing licenses
authorized by the State Legislature.
The Courier-Gazette received Wedne-dav night a phone message from
Ruel Eugiey cf Nobleboro, who is
incensed at the new order in general
and Commissioner Reed in particu
lar. Is under the impression that
something has been put over on
the fishermen.
The Bath Daily Times says:
“There appears to be considerable
confusion among local smelt fisher
men regarding the new license re
quirements.
There have been
stories of $3 licenses for everyone;
$25 licenses for those who sell the
fish; three pound limits dally, etc.
etc.
"Anyone purchasing smelts of the
fishermen with the intent of whole
saling them in lots of 50 pounds or
more must procure a wholesale sea
food license, which costs $25, but
the fisherman h mself can sell and
ship his own catch and in any
amount under the $3 license. If
a dealer purchases and ships in lots
less than 50 pounds he is required
to have a retail fishing license cost
ing $5.
"To sum it up, the only change
that affects the great majority of
local fishermen is the need to precur the $3 Commercial Fishing
license if they intend to sell any
of their catch ,
“Application forms for obtain
ing this license may be obtained
at the office of the city clerk They
must be mailed to the Commissioner
of (Sea and Shore Fisheries."

PORT CLYDE
The Fire Department was re
cently called from Tenant’s Harbor
to extinguish a bad chimney fire at
the apartment of Ralph Hupper,
caused by an overheated oil burner.
Arthur Ingersoll spent the holiday
with his mother in New York.
Kenneth Davis of Newton Theo
logical School was guest of his par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Forrest L. Davis
over the holidays.
Whitney Thompson is a patient
at the Eye and Ear Infirmary,
Portland.
Marvon Hupper, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harlan Hupper Is suffering
from an ear infection in a hospital
in South Coventry, Conn.
Mr. and Mrs. Allie Meservey of
Whitinsville, Mass., visited his aunt,
Mrs. Fannie Ellis over the week
end.
Mrs. Hattie Tibbetts is caring for
Elvin Stone who is ill.
O. C. Steele, SKlc of Pontotoc,
Miss., was holiday guest of Miss
Irma Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Harvey and
family of Newark, N. J. spent
Christmas with his mother, Mrs.
Jennie Harvey, and sisters, Mrs.
Clarence Thompson of this place
and Mrs. Edward Walker of Rock
land.
Lucy Wall of Spruce Head and
Esther Harvey of Rockland recent
ly visited Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Thompson.
Mrs Gertie Robbins suffered a
broken wrist in a recent fall.
Mrs. Gladys Cushman, who is ill
with pneumonia was taken Monday
, by ambulance to Knox Hospital.

I The United States must imprt
almost two-thirds of the quicksil
ver it uses.
Yugoslavia plans to produce 150,000 radio seta a year by 1951.

Music Record Poll

Veterans’ Corner

Social Security Tip

<ir

The Democrat Farmer

Some Wage Earners Using Mrs. Cuddy Borrows a Poem
Apropos Of “Lost: Half
Different Security Ac
a Pig”
count Number
New Haven, Conn., Jan. 7.
Recent studies by the Social Se
curity Administration show that a Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Reading “Lost: Half a Pig" in the
considerable number of wage earn Dec. 23 issue of The Courier-Ga
ers are using a social security ac zette gave me the urge to send a
count numoer different from, the poem by Mrs Gertrude B. Maddocks
one originally Issued to them, of Little Falls, N. Y„ formerly of
Charles W. Wfng, manager of the Maine who has granted me the lib
Augusta office stated today. This erty of sending “The Democrat
is particularly true of individuals Farmer in Maine” to your paper.
who change their jobs often. Many
Mrs. O. G. Cuddy.
persons when going to work for an THE DEMOCRAT FARMER IN MAINE
employer give their social security
number from memory or from per Many the stories I've heard.
Manv and oft some stale joke;
sonal record.
But I'll ne'er forget this one by my
According to Mr. Wing, such
dad,
.
And
my mirth lt will always provoke.
practices often result in an incor
rect social security account number Now. dad was a Democrat bold.
being reported to the Administra And when a Republican he’d meet;
each Presidential election.
tion Employers should ask to see On
This tale to his tongue was so sweet.
a new employe’s social security card
on a time an old farmer.
at the time he is hired. If he does Once
Killed his pig and hung him to cool;
not have a card, he should be re
n « h nd lees tn his big barn door,
quested to obtain one immediately. For this, be it known, was the rule.
Women wage earners who have In the morn as he went to his work.
changed their names because of He found half of his pig hanging there.
In Diace ot the whole he expected.
marriage should ask the Social Se Said
he, "Now I’d just like to swear.
curity Administration to change
Into the house, all excited,
their social security card to show jI And
Went the farmer and to his wife said;
their new name. Failure to do so Some darned Democrat stole half of
has resulted in employers reporting
our pig.
wages for women under a marriage While wc were asleep In bed.
name which is not shown in Ad | "But why do you think 'twas a Demo
ministration records. This causes Asked crat?"
the wife as she skimmed up the
considerable difficulty in crediting
cream;
wages to an individual’s old age and “It may have been somebody else,
survivors account. Mr. Wing set A Republican to me tt would seem.”
forth thus rule for employers to fol i Oh! no.’’ said the farmer, “Not so,
low: "Report wages only under the 'Twas a Democrat I'll bet my wig;
it been a Republican low.
name shown on a person’s social Had
He'd have taken the whole of my pig.”
security card.”
i Oh. my dad was a great story teller.

The extensive statistical coverage
of this survey and its avoidance of
the usual human errors common to
such polls makes it easily the out
standing barometer of music popu
larity trends in existence today

And neve- a one did I ro'ss:
But of all the queer jokes that he
sprung,
There never was one Just like this.
—Mrs. Gertrude B Maddocks.

NORTH WARREN

Virgil Payson is seriously ill at
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette ' his home

HERE’S WHY
YOU SHOULD USE 15% LESS
HEATING OIL THIS WINTER
PRINTED IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST

BY STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW JERSEY

The heating oil supply situation is critical. A Petroleum
Industry Committee appointed by U. S. Senator C. W.
Tobey of New Hampshire recently reported that the
need for heating oil may exceed the supply by as much as
15% this winter. This means you may get up to 15%
less oil than you would normally use during January,
February and March.
There are several reasons for this situation:

1. So far this season the weather on the Atlantic Sea
board has been an average of approximately 25%
colder than last year.

2. There has been a 22% increase in the number of
heating oil users.
3. Total demand for all petroleum products today ex
ceeds even the peak war year by 8.3%.
4. Transportation by rail, truck and tanker is insufficient.

5. Despite an outstanding production record by the
steel industry, record peacetime demands have re
sulted in hampering expansion of petroleum industry
producing, refining and distributing facilities.
While oil industry production is at the highest level in
history, and every effort is being made to get heating oil
distributed as fast and as fairly as possible, every homeowner must face this fact: THE MOST IMPORTANT
THING YOU CAN DO TO SAVE YOURSELF AND
OTHER FUEL OIL USERS FROM REAL HARD
SHIP IS TO REDUCE OIL CONSUMPTION AT
LEAST 15% DURING THE NEXT THREE
MONTHS—JANUARY, FEBRUARY and MARCH.
This can be done through the full and unselfish cooperation
of every heating oil user—and the means to do it are
listed in the panel below. These are simple conservation
steps. Followed by everybody, they can meet this
emergency and see every home through the winter
without serious discomfort.

J,

•M

OIL USERS: Here’s what you can do to save your 15%!
la

2a

3a

Keep daytime house temperature at 68°.
Set thermostat down to 60° or lower at
night.
Set thermostat at 60° or lower when
away from home.

6a Keep vents and fireplace flues closed
when not in use.
7a Turn off heat and close doors when air
ing rooms.
8a Use your fireplace whenever possible.

Turn off heat in unused rooms, sunporches and garages.

9a

4. Close
bedroom doors at night to avoid
cooling the rest of the house.
5a

Install storm doors and windows, and
use adequate weatherstripping.

10.

Esso

Consider immediate insulation for your
house.
Send for our helpful, FREE BOOKLET,
*‘20 Ways To Save Money On Home
Heating”—yours for the asking. Write
Mr. J. C. Richdale, 378 Stuart St., Bos
ton 17, Massachusetts.

WILL HELP KEEP YOU WARM

You won’t experience any real discomfort or hardship
in following these suggestions—and they, can make the
difference between some heat for all or no Beat for many.

STANDARD

OIL COMPANY

J

THE OIL YOU SAVE TODAY

THIS WINTER
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NEW JERSEY

(Successor to Colonial Beacon Oil Company)
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